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ABSTRACT

Transmission of data between mainframe and personal
computer plays a very important role in modern data
processtng. In an attempt to establish a data transmission
link from mainframe computer to personal computer the
present work studied the 3270 Information Display System,
its communication protocol specially from the downloading
point of view, the information content of the signal
transmitted from Control Unit and display device and
designed a data acquisition hardware and a software. The
experimental set up developed was used at the Computer
Centre of Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology to download data from IBM System/370 to personal
computer. The hardware was designed to work with the 3270

l

Information Display System and since the 3270 System is
attachable to System/370, 30XX and 4300 processors of IBM,
the hardware and software will be able to download data
from all these mainframe computers operating in any
environment to personal computers.
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1.1 GENERAL

During the first decade of its development, Computer
technology was concerned with single isolated computers.
People brought their problems to the machines and carried
away their results. Then experiments were tried in which
two computers interacted and computers were accessed from a
distance. These were the beginnings of computer links, the
potential is still being explored.

Modern information technology has been paced by the
improvement of storage medium and all the big developments
of information systems depend on a storage hierarchy
stretching from small stores resembling -logic to big

.,stores, ,which can cost less thanwr1ting data on paper.
Instead of being restrfcted'to calcuiation, or the storing
of valuable data, information systems can now be used for
the general run of information storage and retrieval. Tne
methods by which data are captured for the computer and
disseminated to the end users can determine the cost of the
operation. For this reason the transfer of data from one
system to another is an important trend and modern
computers are increasingly being connected to communication



networks. Another trend which can now be seen is the
connection of two computers by a data network so that they
can collaborate in a task. Systems are now in operation in
which one computer depends on another for its backing
store, its fast processing or a range of output devices .

•
1.2 SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS - LEVELS OF COMMUNICATIONS

A multicomputer complex may be classified according to
how communication is handled, both inside and outside the
complex". Within such a complex there is a wide spectrum
of possible means of communication. If the complex is
geographically centralized, control may still be
distributed or else it too may be centralized. If the
complex is strongly coupled by its intercommunications it
is here called a system; if it is loosely coupled it is
called a network".

~~
The intercommunications within a computer structure

generally involve sharing,of common memory, or sharing of
\control signals and communication paths or both. There is

obviously no fine line between systems and networks. For
example, an online interactive computer. complex with
multiple processors and remote communication links may be
termed as a system from the view of the computer structure
and as a network from the view point of communication4•

In discussing computer. communication networks, 'it is
desirable to specify the relative roles of computers and
communication among different computer systems, which l~nk
these systems into a computing network more powerful than
any of the systems. It is also possible to consider
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computers used as a part of communication network,
example in store and forward communication.

as for

_:. '!':,:

In general, a single network may take on both views
simultaneously, serving as computing and communication
network. For present purpose, therefore neither of these
two views is adopted as the dominant view.

1.3 THE DEVELOPMENT OF DATA COMMUNICATION LINK

The earliest data communication links were designed
simply to connect a number of terminals to a single
computer. As the use of terminal access networks increased
it began to be appreciated that there would be advantages
in allowing computers to communicate with other computers
as well as groups of terminals. Connecting equipment and
software sometimes referred to as interface elements, are

•used to bridge the' different physical and operating
environments that exists between input/output (I/O) devices
and central processors. "And a variety of data transmission

\ . ,
channels are available to ~arry data from one location to
another. The advent of microcomputers popularly known as
personal computers has opened new horizons .of
computerization. As people are becoming more and more
inclined to personal COmputers the data communication' "Yink
between .personal .computers and between personal computer
and mainframe have betome a common urge; of the computer
users. Because of' the p~pularityof personal computers
different manufacturers from allover the wO.rld have come
forward to present various types of I/O devices for
personal computers. On the contrary, personal computers
were not designed to handle complex problems that require

3



millions of operations of various natures. An ideal
solution to this problem is using mainframe computers and
monsters to do complex calculations and then down loading
data to personal computers for further analysis, graphical
repr~sentation and so on. The operating environment of
mainframes in the developed countries is different from
that of developing countries like Bangladesh. The type and
characteristic of interface hardware and software required
to establish data communication link between mainframe and
personal computer solely depend on the operating
environment. Therefore, the interface kit required to
establish a data communication link between personal
computers and mainframes operating in an environment like
that of the installation of our country is not available in
the market at all.

1.4 PRESENT STATUS OF DATA COMMUNICATION
i

MAINFRAME COMPUTERS AND ~ERSONAL COMPUTERS IN
LINK BETWEEN
BANGLADESH,

{

At present there are:seven mainframe installations in
the country and all these mainframes are IBM. But the
number of personal computers installed.in the country is
quite large and this number is increasing day by day. Out
of the seven' main frame installations, five have time
sharing systems. But there is only one installation which
have a data 'communication link .between mainframe and
pe~sonal computers but their' operating environment. is
similar to that .of developed countries.

4
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1.5 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

Transmission of data between mainframe and
microcomputers plays a very important role in modern data
processing. Researchers are still working to make the
transmission easier but all these works are done for an
operating environment called virtual machine environment
which requires expensive operating systems and large
storage (real as well as virtual). But almost all the
computer installations of Bangladesh, including BUET, are
using DOS/VS (Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage) or
DOS/VSE (Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage Extended).
Unfortunately no research work has been carried out to
develop and design a data transmission link between
mainframe computers running under DOS/VS or DOS/VSE and
microcomputers in the past.

The objectives of.this study are to develop:

i) . a data transmission '.link .between IBM 370/115
running under DOS/VS and IBM personal computer

ii) a data transmission link between IBM 4331 running
under DOS/VSE and IBM personal computer.

Both of these mainframes. are installed at the Computer
Centre of BUET.

5



Chapter 2

PRESENT SYSTEM SURVEY

2.1 SYSTEM/370 ARCHITECTURE

2.1.1 Basic System Structure

The IBM family of computers is an extension and
logical outgrowth of System/360 computers of the same
manufacturer. The design philosophy with both families of
computers is to have a computer architecture that appears
essentially same to the user. From the user's point of,
view, the System/370 can be regarded as a single machine
with the differences between models being a function of
engineering implementations. The modular design of
System/370 makes the computer appropriate for a wide range
of applications: scientific, business, real time to name
only a few. Functional units such as input/output channels
and devices can be added to the system to meet the needs of
a particular application.

2.1.1.1"SystemOrganization I
J,

.1

A System/3'O model is composed of five different types
of functional units: storage, a central processing unit,
input/output (I/O) channels, control units and input/output
(I/O) devices. As shown in figure 2.1 the input/output
units are attached to input/output channels through control



units. Although the operation of the entire system is
central processing unit, it shares accesscontrolled by the

to storage with the input/output channels, allowing
input/output and computing to overlap in time to some
degree. As with most modern computers, instructions and
data are held in storage for use by the central processing
unit. Information can be stored on a permanent or temporary
basis with a complete range of input/output and mass
storage devices, including tape, cards and direct-access
storage units.

A simplified
(processor 3115-2)

data flow of System/370
is shown in figure 2.2.

model 115

2.1.1.2 Data Representation and Addressing

The basic unit of addressable main storage in
1

System/370 is the B-bit byte, which can represent one
character, two decimal digits or eight bit binary data.
Bytes may be addressed separately be grouped to form .,'or
words or variable-length fields. Different sized words are
permitted. A haif word i;\formed by two consecutive bytes
and is the basic building block of instructions. Fixed
point arithmetic is also permitted ?n half words. A word is
composed of four consecutive bytes i.e., 32 bits and can be
used for fixed-point and/loating-point arithmetic.
Floating point is,also, available~ith dou~le words which is
composed of eight, consecutive'bltes ,and'is extended on some
models of System/370 to extended-precision words (16
bytes) .

--
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Storage addresses within the computer are represented
as binary integers starting at zero and the location in
main storage of any field or group of bytes is specified by
the leftmost byte.

Character information is conveniently represented as 8
bit units of information allowing 28 (256) possible
characters. System/370 uses the Extended Binary Coded
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) shown in appendix - I.
The value of the contents of a byte location is also
conveniently denoted by two hexadecimal digits - each

the letter A can be denotedexample,

display the contents of each
hexadecimal digits.

of main storage
ofpairaas

Cl and a dump
byte location

number
requiring 4 bits. For
by the hexadecimal

I
2.1.1.3 Data Formats

. >

Numeric. data may be stored in'four different formats:
Zone decimal, packed decimal, fixed point binary and
floating point binary. Computer instructions are available
for conversion between zone decimal and packed decimal and
between packed decimal and fixed point binary.

Zone. decimal number .format is available for use with
EBCDIC input and output .and permits a siJn in the low order

{~. ,

positio~ of the field .. Zoned decimal. is depicted in figure
2.3.

10
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-High Order
Byte

;-,,-

'.'

Low Order
Byte

, .
-------------------------- - - - - --------------
:Zone :Digit :Zone :Digit :Sign :Digit :
-------------------------- - - - - --------------

Representation of +1234

------------------------------------------------------
:1111 : 0001 : 1111 : 0010 : 1111 : 0011 : 1100 :0100:
------------------------------------------------------

Figure 2.3 Zoned decimal number format

High Order
Byte

Low Order
Byte

-------------------------- - - - - --------------
:Digit:Digit :Digit:Digit :Digit:Sign
-------------------------- - - - - --------------
Representation of +1234

-----------------------------------------
":0000 : 0001 : 0010 : 0011 :,DIDO : 1100:

. . . ". - ..! . .
__ -1. -~~~::;:tii~1:~.-------~---------

..

Figure 2.4 Packed decimal number format
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Packed decimal format allows efficient use of computer
storage for commercial applications and permits arithmetic
computation without conversion to a fixed point or floating
point representation. The packed decimal format is shown in
figure 2.4. A variable field length is permitted up to 16
bytes which is equivalent to 31 digits and a sign. The
numbers are treated as signed integers and a negative
integer is carried in true form.

Fixed-point binary numbers can be represented as half
words and full words as shown in figure 2.5. The format
allows 15 and 31 bits of precision respectively. If the
sign bit is 0, the number is positive. If the sign bit is 1
the number is treated as a negative integer stored in 2's
compliment form.

Half Word

._---------------~--------~------~---------------
: s : ~t~,...:~ In.teger . :' ..

: s :.

o 1

Integer

Full Word

15

I

--.

------------------------------------------------
o 1

Figure 2.5 Fixed point binary format

12
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Short Form

:8: Exponent: Fraction

o 1 7 8

Long Floating-point

31

:8: Exponent: Fraction

o 1 7 8

Extended Precision Form

63

:S:Exponent:Fraction .:
-----------~--------

.~--~~~-~-~-7~~-~~-~---------
.:!.1~ Fraction

o 1 7 8 63 o 1 7 8 63

Figure 2.6 Floating-point number formats
'1

.The' architect~re of Syste~/370 includes three formats
for floating ~oint.binary data: lshort, lorig and extended.. .
All formats are shown in figure 2.6 .. Theshortform uses a
full word and is equivalent to seven decimal places of,
precision. The long form uses a double word and provides. 17
decimal places of precision. The fraction of a floating
point number is regarded as hexadecimal digits with the

13



radix point immediately to the left of the high-order digit
of the fraction. The exponent portion of the number
represents a power of 16, in excess 64 forms, that should
be considered as a multiplier of the fraction. The exponent
provides a range of -64 through +63 which permits decimal
numbers to be represented in the range of 10-78 to 1075• A
negative number is carried in true form where a 0 sign
represents plus and 1 represents minus. The practice of
regarding the exponent as a power of 16 allows relatively
large range of values to ~e represented with a relatively
short (only 7 bits) exponent. An extended-precision
floating point number consists of two long precision
floating point numbers, called high order and low order
parts. The fraction of the low-order part is considered an
extension to the fraction of the high-order part. The high
order part carries the true exponent and the true sign. The
exponent of the low order part is always 14 less than the

1
exponent of the high order part. An extended precision
floating number can be used to carry approximately 34
decimal places of accuracy.

2.1.1.4 Local Storage

!, •

Local storage in System/370 includes 16 general
registers and 4 floating point registers (Fig.2.7). Each
general register has a capacity of a full word and can be
used for arithmetic'and logical operations and in address
arithmetic 'and addressing. The geI!,eralregisters which are
also termed as general. purpose registers are numbered 0
through 15 and are identified by a 4 bit R field in' a
computer instruction. The floating-point registers are used
for floating-point operations are identified by the numbers

14



R F••ld Reg. Number

64 Biu\-
~Wf!t$'i~$fi~

Floating.Point ReginenGeneral Registers

~32Bitl~

Control Registers

~32BiU--l

1Ilf$~
~

~

nl!!f~i!itil
~W;ij
~~

~IT-g;m
Dtil61Wi1
~

~m:n
.~~~@
~i~lmjM
~ttl
~t';a
IItmli!BlI
~~£01

7

8

9

6

2

6

4

o

15

12

13

14

10

11

1111

1100

1101

1110

1011

1010

1000

011t

1001

0110

0101

0100

0011

0010

0001

0000

Nott: The braces indicate that the two registerlOmay be coupled as a double.register
pair,designated by the R field of the lower-numbered register. For example. the
Vlneralregister pair 0 and 1 is designated bV the R field of register O.

2.7 Local Storage in System/370
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0, 2, 4 and 6. Each floating point is a double word (64
I

bits) in length and can hold either a short, long or a
extended precision floating point number.

2.1.1.5 Instruction Format

In System/370, computer instructions use five
different formats that are generally related to the amount
of information necessary to specify a given operation. The
length of an instruction format can be one, two or three
half words as given in figure 2.8. The five formats are
denoted by the codes RR, RX, RS, SI and SS. RR denotes a
register to register operation; RX denotes a register and
indexed storage operation; RS denotes a register and
storage operation; SI denotes a storage and immediate
operand which refers to a data value that is held in the
instruction itself, operation; and SS denotes a storage-to-

I
storage operation. The components of a computer instruction
are denoted by letters, such as R for register and Bfor
Base. When instructions are described, the letters are

;

subscripted to denote the manner in which the operands
\participate in the instruction.

2.1.1.6 System Operation

System/370 operates by fetching instructions from main
storage, decoding them, and ~nitiating their execution by
an appropriate function unit. A general schematic of
Central Processing Unit (CPU) operation is shown in figure
2.9. , It is seen from the diagram that floating-point
arithmetic operations use the 4 floating-point registers,
and the 16 general purpose registers are used for fixed-'

16



First Halfword Second Hallward Third Halfword
I

Byle 1 I BVte 2

~__~ IAX Format

31 I
I

SixBasic Instruction Forma(s

Figure 2.8

,,
j

!•
System/370 Instruction Formats
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point arithmetic operations and for address arithmetic. The
execution of instructions proceeds sequentially until
either a branch instruction is executed or an interrupt is
received by the CPU; in either case, sequential execution
is suspended and execution proceeds by fetching the next
instruction from a specified location in main storage.

Although input/output (I/O) operations are initiated
by the CPU, I/O transfer and control proceeds a
synchronously under control of commands and orders. A
command controls the operation of an I/O channel and
specifies a main storage address and a byte count for a
data transfer operation or control information for a
control operation. An order is particular to a particular
I/O control unit or device and specifies functions such as
rewinding a tape unit skipping a card on a card reader. The
relationship of I/O instructions, co~mands and orders in,
given in figure 2.10.

The entire computer system runs under the direction of
collection of programs called an operating system'O. The
operating system effectively manages computer system
resources and schedules programs for execution which are
stored in machine-readable form on a mass storage or I/O
device'o.

.1
2.1.2 System Control Functions I

- ~..../

System/370 satisfies the need for a computer that can
supervise itself without manual intervention over a ~ide
range of applications. The design of the computer allows
several distinct programs, operating concurrently to share

19



the resources of the central processing unit and main
storage an operating philosophy classified as
multiprogramming or as time sharing. Similarly, the
input/output channel concept allows input and output to
proceed independently of program execution. All the
preceding facilities imply a certain amount of control over
system operation.

Operating control of the System/370 computer is
inherent in a double word called the program status word
(PSW). Whenever a System/370 computer is operating there
is a current PSW held in a register internal to the central
processing unit PSW denotes the state of the computer by
indicating the following information: interruptions that
can occur, program states, condition and mask bits,
interruption codes and the current instruction address.
Thus, the process of storing the current PSW would preserve
the state of the system at the point in time for further
inspections. Moreover by loading a new PSW, the state of
the system is changed.

The design structure of System/370 provides sixteen
32-bit control registers that augment the PSW in
controlling the operation of the. computer. The regis~ers
are not part of addressable storage but can be loaded and
stored by appropriate computer instructions that are
executable in the supervisori~tate.Only five of the
control registers are currently'used (0, 2, 8, 14 and 15)

• ! F • •

with the remainder being reserved for further expansion.
The information stored in the control registers is listed
in appendix - II:

20



The execution of a program is affected by the states
that determine the overall CPU status. Four distinct
alternatives are possible: Problem/Supervisor state,
Wait/Running ....state. Masked/Interruptible state and the
Stopped/operating state.

In the supervisor state all computer instructions are
valid including I/O instructions, protection
instructions, and status changing instructions. I/O,
protection and status changing instructions are classed as
privileged instructions. When the CPU is in the problem
state only non-privileged instructions can be executed. The
problem state is normally used for the execution of user
programs.

The wait state is usually entered when awaiting an
interruption by loading a new PSW'

j
In the wait state,no

instructions are processed but the timer continues to run.
At the end of the wait state processing of instruction
proceeds in the normal manner.

When the CPU can be interrupted for a particular
interruption that interruption is said to be enabled and a
mask bit in either in the PSW or one of the control
registers is set to one when the mask bit is zero the
interrupt will not occur and the interruption is said to be
masked off or disabled.

The CPU can also be either in the stopped or in the
operating state. In the stopped state, instructions are not
executed and interruptions cannot take. place; in the
operating state, the system is either waiting or running,

21
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as determined by the wait state bit in the PSW, and
interruptions can take place. The stopped and operating
states can be entered only manual intervention at the
system control panel or by a machine malfunction.

The interruption system permits the System/370 to
respond to external conditions, to requests for system
monitoring or service, and to error conditions on a dynamic
basis. As a result of an interruption, the CPU can change
state and normal execution proceeds from a specified
location. By setting an appropriate bit in the PSW or a
control register, an interruption can be enabled or
disabled. A disabled interruption may be ignored by the CPU
or be left pending, depending upon the type of
interruption. A pending interruption is taken when that
type of interruption is enabled. An interruption takes
place after the execution of one instruction is finished
and before the execution of a new instruction is started.
Moreover, an interruption is accepted even if it is en~bled
for a single instruction execution.

Five types of interruption are possible: input/output,
program, supervisor call,.' external and machine check;
Associated with each type of interruption are two fixed
locations in main storage ~each of which can hold a double
word. In the first double word CPU automatically stores the
current PSW at the instant of ;interruption; that .double
word is called the old PSW. The second double word is
called the new PSW and the CPU automatically makes the
double word the current PSW. The process of switching of
PSWs is depicted in figure 2.11. The instr.uction address
field of the new PSW would naturally contain the address of
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the first instruction of a sequence of instructions
designed to process that type of interruption: Clearly, the
state of the,CPU at the time of interruption is stored in
the old PSW location for subsequent inspection.

: Old PSW:~

'~

: Current PSW

: New PSW

i '

Figure 2.11 Swi tch,ing of PSW

'------ An input/output interruption signals to the CPU that
an I/O channel is free, that a specific channel or control
unit activity has been completed or that, a special
condition has arisen. The address of the I/O channel and
cDntrol unit associated with the interruption are stored in

'bits,'16-31 ,of the old PSW. ,Additional information on the
natureof~he:i~teriuPti~n iss~ved in a status word that
is stored when the interruption is accepted by the CPU.

A program interruption arises from an improper
specifications of computer facilities, an illegal use of an
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instruction or data, or a request for system monitoring.
Sixteen possible conditions are listed in appendix - III.
Of these 16 'conditions 4 can be masked off by setting the
respective bits in the PSW. The other interruptions cannot
be masked off. The system monitoring feature is also
implemented through the program interruption system.

The major purpose of the supervisor call interruption
is to provide a means of switching from the problem state
to the supervisor state. The, supervisor call interruption
is initiated by a supervisor call instruction (SVC) in a
problem program. Thus information may be passed between the

, .
calling program and a supervi~or program.

The external interruptions ~llow the CPU to respond to
the timer, or an interrupt key on the operator console. The
cause of an external interrupt is identified by the bits

I .

24-31 of the old PSW; the interruption code bits are listed
in appendix - IV. External i~terruptions are controlled'by
bit 7 of the PSW and an appropriate bit in control register
zero.

A machine check interruption (MCI) results from a
system malfunction and is classified as either hard or
soft. A hard MCI is caused by a non-recoverable machine
error and results in an immediate termination of CPU,
activity and a logo~t of jachine status if PSW bit 13 ,is•set to one. A soft MCI is caused by a recoverable error ~hd
results in normal inte~ruption processing. Both typ~s of
interruptions may be held pending. Th~ circuitry of
System/370 provides for error checking and correction (ECC)
related to single bit storage error. Other types of errors
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are detected but not corrected automatically by the
circuitry. Machine check processing is necessarily model-
dependent and diTTers in the amount OT permanent storage
required.

The PSW contains a two-bit Tield called condition code
(CC) that is set by the majority OT arithmetic and logical
operations. The two bits provide Tour settings: 0, 1, 2 and
3. The meaning OT the various settings is determined by the
operation that sets it. For example, a Tixed-point add
operation generates the Tollowing conditions:

Condition Code Result

0 Sum is zero
1 Sum is less than zero
2 Sum is greater than zero
3 OverTlow

Similarly a Tloating point com~are .operation would yield
, . . .

one OT these conditions: "

Condition Code Result

o
1

2
3

Operands are equal
"First operand is low
First operand. is high
UndeTined

The condition code is stored as a part OT the old PSW
and a new condition code is loaded with a new PSW in status
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switching or with the set program mask instruction. During
normal program execution, the condition code is used by the
branch instruction to alter the normal sequential execution
of instructions.

The high performance nature of System/370 and its
suitability for use in multiprogramming and time-sharing
environments have created a need for a feature that
provides a means of selectively recording information
during the execution of the system. The monitor call
instruction is available that designates one of sixteen
monitoring classes and initiates a program interruption
when executed by the cpu. A program is monitored by
inserting monitor call instructions at selected locations
in that program. The program interruption generated by the
monitor call is usually serviced by a monitoring routine
that records a monitor code supplied with instruction.

The monitor. call instruction is of the storage
immediate type (SI) and provide~ a monitor class and a
monitor code. The instruction operates in conjunction with
mask bits of control register 8. The mask bit for a monitor
class denotes that events of that type are being monitored
at that point in time. Several mask bits may be set at one
time. When a monitor call instruction is executed by the
CPU, the mask bit in control register 8 specified by the
monitor cl*ss field in the instruction isinspeeted.

Each model of Sy~tem/370 family of computers includes
an interval timer and atime-of-day clock. The interval,
timer is maintained in fixed location in main storage and
has a resolution of 3.33 milliseconds. If occupies a 32 bit
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word; however only 24 bits are used corresponding to a full
cycle of 15.5 hours. The interval timer is counted down at
the rate of 60 cycles per second and generates an external
interruption (if not masked off) when its value goes from

._.,~.
positive to negative. '''2.,

The time-of-da~ clock is, an internal double word
binary counter that provides an accurate measure of elapsed
time independent of system activity. The double word is
essentially a fixed point number of double precision. The
resolution of the clock is one microsecond. The cycle of
the clock is approximately 142 years.

2.1.3 Storage design and Addressing

The main storage facilities of the System/370 are
designed to support high performance computing over a broad

l
spectrum of applications;

The performance of a main storage unit is dependent
upon several important factors: capacity, access widths,
cycle time, and degree of 'interleaving. Performance is also
affected by parity and error checking, storage protection,
address generation and addressing.

Main storagecapac1ty of System/370 ranges from 96K to
3072K bytes depending on model of the CPU. ~ccesswidth
refers to the amount of .information that i& transferred
between main storage and the CPU with each accessB •. The
width is particularly important for operations that allow
variable-length and double word operands since a given
instruction may require more than one access to storage.
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The access width is model dependent and ranges from 4 to 16
bytes. Cycle time refers in general to the time that
storage is busy after a reference is made to it. Cycle time
is related to the performance index of a given model.
Storage is also interleaved with some models of System/370
allowing storage access to be overlapped, in time,
depending upon the sequence of references required by a
given program.

Data are transferred between main storage and CPU and
within the CPU in multiple of 8-bits. CPU registers,
buffers, and data transfers carry a ninth parity bit along
with each byte. Odd parity is maintained and a machine
check is generated whenever a parity error cannot be
corrected.

The storage protection facility in System/370 protects
against unauthorized access to specified storage blocks. A
5 bit storage key is provided with each 2048 bytes of main
storage.

The System/370 uses a base/displacement addressing
scheme that allows relativeaddre~sing within a 4096-byte
block of main storage. Three fields in a computer
instruction pertain to main storage addressing: a base
register specification (B); an,index register specification
(X),~'anda displa~~ment .(D).'.Register specification denotes- . . .

16 generalp~rpose register~ a~dare 4 bit in 'length. The
displacement is 12 bit~ long and allows relative addressing
of upto 4096 bytes beyond the base address. Many System/370
instruction designates an index register that is also used
in address generation effective main storage address is
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calculated by adding the contents of the base regis~er •.the
contents of the index

Address arithmetic usesfield as shown in
register (if
figure 2-12.

used) •
.

and displacement

the low order 24 bits of the specified registers.

Index Base
X B

Displacement
1230

plus B:

plus X:

Figure 2.12

4000

0020

5250

Effective address

Address generation

System/370 computers support a variety of

2.1.4

devices.

/
Channel Organization and 'Input/Output

As a result the I/O systems are
input/output
.exceedingly

complicated._ "
,
I

Multiprogramming' and .tim~-shared operating system&
require I/O device independenc'el, asynchronous executi'on "of

I ~ '., .

I/O operations, storage' protection for nonoperating
programs and the capability of attaching a variety ;of
devices with totally different operating characteristics.
Concurrent I/O operation must be supported along with
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device-dependent operations when required by a particular
application. On the other hand, low speed and control
operations should not be permitted to monopolize I/O
channel facilities. System/370 satisfies all these
requirements with an efficient I/O system that function
with a minimum amount of supervision by an operating system
control programs.

Input and output operation are executed by I/O
channels, control units and I/O devices operating under
control of an I/O control program that executes in the cpu.
Most functional units are treated as independent entities
by other functional units in the system.

Storage devices, external to the computer are referred
to as I/O devices - regardless if they are used for input
or output or as a mass storage medium. In other words, the
t~rm input and output refer to,an operational procedure
rather than a functional assignments. Frequently used I/O
devices are card equipment, tape units, printers and
direct-access-storage (DASD) devices, but may also include
optical/visual/audio devices and keyboard units.

An I/O device is attached to an I/O channel through an
I/O control unit that contains data buffers and the logical
circuitry necessary to operate the device and perform
control functions. Information .is iransferred between the
I/O control .unit and the I/O channel over a standard
connection termed the I/O interface. The interface allows
one byte to pass between the two units at one time. The
standard I/O interface is common to all channels and to all
device types.
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The connection between an I/O channel and main storage
is not standard and varies from one system/370 model to
another. In general, the amount of data passing over the
channel/storage interface at one time is dependent upon
storage design and the access width.

All I/O operations do not involve the transfer of
information; some perform a control function such as tape
rewind or a disk seek. A control function is performed by
an I/O control unit independently of CPU and other channel
operations. A control unit may be shared or nonshared. A
nonshared control unit controls only one device. A shared
control unit controls several devices - each with same or
similar characteristics.

The CPU initiates an I/O operation by specifying the
channel and device to' be used aridby indicating to the
channel the main storage location of beginning of a channel
program. The channel program specifies the I/O operation
that is to take place and exists a series of channel
command words (CCWs). A CCW specifies an operation, flags,
a count and a storage location. Six I/O operations are
defined: read, write, read backward, control, sense and
transfer~in-channel.

An I/O chan~el,directs 'and controls the flow of
information between main storage and I/O devices and
permits CPU processing to proceed concurrently with I/O
operations8• An I/O channel is designed to perfo'rm a
variety of functions. The manner in which these facilities
are implemented varies between the different types of
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channels of System/370. The channel may be functionally
independent unit or may time-share certain facilities with
the CPU. Similarly, some types of channels operate
differently from others and the method of operation
determines the kinds of devices that can be attached to it.

System/370 has three types of I/O channels: byte
multiplexer, selector and block multiplexer. Each type of
channel is characterized 'by its mode of operation viz:
byte, burst or both and the manner in which it responds to
CPU requests and I/O device activity. The byte mode is used
with low speed devices, such as card reader, and
effectively allows information from different devices to be
interleaved as it passes through the channel - thus sharing
channel facilities. The burst mode is used with higher-
speed devices, such as magnetic tape or disk storage and
utilizes all channel facilities during the transfer of a
block of data. All three types 6f channels can operate in
burst mode.

.\

2.1.5 3270 Information Display System

The IBM 3270 Information Display System is a family of
products that .can .be tailored to meet the needs of
alphameric display, applications. The 3270 system offers the

". ~
user a wide selection of components and configurations.
Also available are a large variety of features which
improve performance, provide additional operational
capability and permit expansion of the display system1S.
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Components of the 3270 can be selected from
,configuration attachable to System/360, System/370,
processors, 30XX processors as host systems.

3270
4300

The 3270 Information Display System has three basic
components: a control unit(CU), a display station and a
printer. The control unit provides for the 3270 system's
attachment to a data processing system and directs the
operation of attached display stations and printers. The
display station provides image display of data transmitted
from the host system. A display station with an attached
keyboard enables the user to enter, modify or delete data
on the display and to cause the revised data to be returned
to the host system for storage or additional processing.
The printer provides printed copy of data Eisplayed at a
display station or transmitted from the host system.

A locally attached
Control Unit is shown in

3270 Display
figure 2.13.,

,/
I

System using 3272

2.1.5.1 Control units j
i

Each unit in the 3270 system has its own buffer for
storing data. Buffers are checked to determine that all
characters in the buffers ha~~ correct parity. When not
executing a command 'operation, the 'control units
continually .perform an internal poll of all attached
devices. Internal polling is performed to determine the
current device status and whether the device has an I/O
pending condition's.
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The current status of each device indicates to the
cont;ol unit whether the device is available, ready, or..,
busy. ~his information is recorded in the associated device
adapter in the control unit.

When an I/O pending condition is detected at a device
attached to a 3271 or 3272 controller, polling stops and
the control unit communicates solely with that device. When
~ommunication i~ ended, the control unit commences polling

. .;;'''''::i.~ .;. ~

at the next sequential device.

Additionally, when the program addresses a specific
device, the control unit stops the sequential polling and
polls the addressed device to obtain its latest status. If
conditions permit, the control unit communicates solely
with that device until the operation is completed's. At
that time sequential polling is resumed.

Figure 2.14 and Sigure 2.15 show data flow and buffer
storage of 3272 control unit.

\

--_._-- 2.1.5.2 Displays

Display station for the 3270 system are buffered
.displays .. Data displayed on the screen is stored in coded
form in a display buffer, the buffer contains as many
locations as there are character positions on the screen.
The data may be loaded from the system by the application
program or from a keyboard attached to the display station.
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The display image contains a fixed
horizontal rows with a fixed number of character
in each row. For example, 3277 displays are 1920
display which display 24 rows of 80 characters.

number of
positions
character

Figure 2.16 shows data flow of 3277 display device.

2.1.5.3 Printers

•.. ~

Printers for the 3270 Information Display System
provide a printed copy of information that is displayed at
a display station or of information written from the
program. Printed data appears in the same alphameric
characters and symbols that appear on a display and
printouts can be formatted in the same manner as a display
is formatted. Cursor information is ignored by the printer.

l

2.2 PC ARCHITECTURE :
_ .".: ;i4:,.-. ;\

• • ~- J~. \ i
Like a mainfr~me a PC ,is also' composed of the five

basic parts: arithmetic and logic unit, memory unit,
control unit, input unit and output unit. These parts are
associated as depicted in figure 2.17. Arithmetic and logic
unit is responsible for 'all t~e mathematical and logical
functions like additions, ~ubtractions, multiplicatioris,
divisions, 'coniparisoIls'.

The memory unit is used to store programs, results and
other data. There are two types of memories used in PC -
RAM (random-access memory) which can be read from and
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written to and ROM (read-only memory), which can be read
from but not written to.

The input units let user enter information into the
computer. Data can be communicated to PC through key-board,
light pen, graphic tablet,
board and a microphone.

a mouse or a voice recognition-

An output unit gets the information from the computer
for the user. Typi9al output devices that are used with PC
are printer, plotter, video screen, etc.

The CPU chip used in IBM PC is Intel 8088. With 20
address lines 8088 can address over a million memory
•locations. It can also operate in maximum mode with a
coprocessor, the 8087 numeric data processor, which greatly
increases the computational speed.

The 8088 operates at 4.77 MHZ .. Since, internally it
handles words upto 16 bits long only, the CPU expands its

\
.internal address word to 20 bits at its output by

----'-- -- segmentation scheme. Memory i..;addresses are logically
subdivided into special segments of 64K bytes each. These

to special segment registers
a segm~nt are addressed using

allocatedbecan

20 bit physical address is
constructed inside the 8088 'by adding the 16-bit offset
address to the 16-bit segment address with the segment

segments
.within the 8088. Bytes ~ithin
a 16 bit offset address. The

address shifted left by one hexadecimal value.

The 8088 CPU on the system board is configured with
special support chips. These chips work hand-in-hand with
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the 8088 CPU. These are 8284 clock generator, 8259

programmable interval timer.
programmable interrupt
peripheral interface, 8253

controller. 8255 programmable

Control signals, addresses and data are shared between
the CPU and the rest of the PC system over tiny parallel
lines or traces on the mother board called buses. A bus is
like a roadway over which the 8088 CPU communicates with
other components (peripherals such as disk drives) and the
outside world. IBM PC has an advanced bus design with all
data and address output lines fully buffered for
protection. The IBM PC buses include a data bus, an address
bus and a control bus.

The data bus and the address bus are the primary
buses. Information on the data bus can travel either to or
from the CPU. Even though the IBM PC has a CPU that
operates on 16-bit instructions it is technically an "8-bit
machine" because the data word on the data bus is eight bit
wide. It requires a signal to control the direction of data
flow.

The largest bus in the PC is the audress bus. This bus
carries the addresses the CPU accesses for program
instructions or data. The address bus is 20 bits wide
enabling it to address over 1 megabyte or memory locations.

The complete IBM PC bus structure is described in
figure 2.18.

Under the direction of the CPU, special control
signals are placed on the control bus and unique addresses
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Figure 2.17 Basic Units of IBM PC
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Figure 2.is Complete IBM PC Bus
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are placed on the address bus. The control signals open the
address location, letting the information stored in these
locations appear on the data bus, which is acted on by the
CPU or I/O.

Together, the address bus, the data bus and the
control bus are called the system bus. The system bus lies
beneath the five expansion slots of IBM PC motherboard. In
addition to the address bus, the data bus and the control
bus, the 62-pin system bus includes timing and power
signals. Another name for this 62-pin arrangement is the PC
bus2•

2.3 DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/VIRTUAL STORAGE (DOS/VS)

Disk Operating System/Virtual Storage (DOS/VS) is a
comprehensive collection of program components designed to
make full use of the resources of a data processing system.
DOS/VS and the hardware system it controls combine to form
a complete, effective computing facility'2.

DOS/VS controls the work (input, processing,' output)
to be performed by the computing system. It supervises the
use of system, resources and based on control .information
from the user, their allocation to the jobs run on the
computer system. The component programs that ~ake up DOS/VS
may be divided into:
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(i) Control programs

(ii) Processing programs

(iii)Data management routines.

For execution, the components of DOS;VS are stored
online (that is immediately and directly accessible
whenever required) in areas on magnetic disk called
libraries. This allows fast loading of any program or
routine into storage whenever its function is needed.

DOS;VS control programs comprise the initial program
loader, the supervisor and the job control program. The
initial program loader is used to start operation with the
system. It loads the supervisor into storage. The

1

supervisor controls overall system operation and provides
general functions required by the job control program and
all processing program'2., It resides in the lowest area of,
storage, called the supervisor area, throughout system
operation. The job control, program is loaded by the
supervisor to initiate the execution of each new program
are to be invoked while the program is running.

Processing programs are classified as all programs
whose execution is {nitiated .by 'the job control program and. ,

.controrled by the supervisor.Processing'programs'can be
divided into three ~ategories: language translators,
service program and application programs.
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A third important class of components of DOS/VS are
its data management routines. These are available for
inclusion in problem programs to relieve the programmer of
the detailed programming ~~sociated with the transfer of

." "'~,.data between auxiliary storage and programs. Figure 2.~9
summarizes the concepts of DOS/VS described.

DOS/VS operating systems
and facilities are system

most significant functions
control, libraries, data

management, system operator communication, reliability
availability and, serviceability, emulators and system
generation.

The function of system control falls into two main
categories: functions that control the processing of jobs
and function that controls the allocation and the use of
system resources. Functions that controls the processing of

1
jobs includes automatic job-to-job transition, symbolic
device addressing, loading of programs from the libraries
for processing, handling of program termination. While
function that, controls the allocation and the use of system
resources include multiprogramming with concurrent
execution of a number of programs, virtual storage support,
input/output queueing to achieve efficient use of local and
remote I/O devices and the CPU and job accounting.

"DOS/VS allows' the user higher flexibility in
organizing and utilizing the storage in which to process
his programs. The single-partition system presents the
simplest type of storage organization. The lower sto~age
area contains the supervisor which remains resident
throughout system operation.
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background partition is where all other program execute. A
standard DOS/VS storage protection feature isolates. the
supervisor and all processing programs during system
operation, so that one program cannot cause damage to
another.

DOS/VS allows the user to divide the problem-program
area into as many as five areas, called partitions. Each
partition can contain a 'separate program, which allows
concurrent execution of multiple programs. This is called
multiprogramming. Each program is logically independent,
but it takes turns with the other programs in using the CPU
facilities, thus reducing the time that the
multiprogramming system is in the unproductive wait state.
Figure 2.20 and 2.21 show the storage organizations.

9K ------------------------------
Supervisor area
i j;----------------~-------------:
Problem-Program
Area or
Background
Partition

Max. -K ------------------------------

Figure 2.20 Storage Organization; Single partition
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Supervisor area

:------------------------------:
Background

;------------------------------:
Foreground-4

------------------------------
Foreground-3

-------------------------~----
Foreground-2

------------------------------
Foreground-l

Max. K ------------------ _

Figure 2.21 Storage Organization; Multiple partition

The programs and routines that make up DOS/VS.are---~--
stored in libraries on disk storage. There are four types
of libraries in DOS/VS system source statement,
relocatable, core image and'procedure - which corresp~nd to
the basic format~ in, whibh,.program modules and control

•information may be maintained.

The transfer of data between auxiliary storage devices
and programs as well as organization of such data is
usually controlled by the DOS/VS data management routines.
The services of data management are invoked by all syst~m
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and user-written programs whenever they require the
execution of input/output operations.

2.4 DOS/VS ENTRY TIME SHARING SYSTEM (ETSS)

The DOS/VS Entry Time Sharing System
intermediate level interactive system designed to
the power of the computer to several individual
users concurrently'6.

is an

provide
terminal

An interactive system is one which interacts with a
terminal user by allowing him to enter information or
commands and to receive responses back from the system in
the manner of a dialogue. This dialogue between the
terminal user and the time sharing system is the
"interaction" referred to'6.

The term "time sharing" refers to the fact that
several different terminal users appear to be using the
computer system simultaneously; thus sharing the resources
of the computer. The individual terminal user interacts
with a System/370 via display terminals.

ETSS is broken down into the following functional
areas: .

i) Foreground terminal Command Processors
ii) Main Control Program
iii) On-line Service Programs
.iv) Utility Programs.
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The Foreground Terminal Command Processors read and
interpret commands or data from the user and perform the
requested activity. This could consist,. for example, of
saving a membe'~ iIi.the' library, printing a'member on the
terminal or entering a line of input data.

The Main Control Program supervises the activities of
all components of the system. Its responsibilities include:
attaching and monitoring all subtasks, scheduling jobs,
intercepting SVCs; performing library file I/O and
allocating buffers.

The On-line Service Programs perform such .functions as
entry statement interpretation,job

job scheduling, interpretation of
operator communication,
procedures or command

lists and abend dump processing.

for

I
The Utility programs provide
the~erminal .user .and the

numerous functions both...'~". ,"system cO,'programmer who
maintains the system .... .!,

\.
file',is'.The ETSS library a file on DASD device.

to the data in this file is via a specia1 ized ETSS
Access
direct

user profile records

.
access method. The library file is divided into three
logical areas:
Fixed area: Containing ~ys!em record,
and library header records. .I"

"
Permanent.area: This area is distributed among various ETSS
users in the form of user libraries and their corresponding
directories. The size of the user library.is not fixed, ~it

. -,

competes for records with other user libraries.
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Temporary area: This area competes with permanent area for
records. The records in the temporary area are chained from
BTSS internal blocks. Figure 2.22 gives an overview of the
BTSS library structure.

Each user of BTSS has access to one or more libraries.
Bach library has a directory which may contain any number
of entries. Bach directory entry, contains a name which the
user has given to his data. A uniquely identifiable" set of
data in the library is called a 'member'.

Bach user of the system has a unique, four character
user identification. Associated with this user
identification are two data records referred to as the
profile records which contain information like ~
identification code logon, password, identification of

1
library, accounting information, library usage,
information, security level, etc.

;

\

,
I

.!.
I
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Ch.a.pter 3

INTERFACE

3.1 BIT TIMINGS

HARDWARE DESIGN

--- -

When not executing a command operation, the control
units continually perform an internal poll of all attached
devices. Internal polling is performed to determine the
current status and whether the device has an I/O pending
condition.

The 3270 Control unit to device interface is a single
wire coax, characteristic impedence 93 ohms, with serialy-
bit data transferred in ,either direction but only one

. I
direction at'a time'7. Bits on the coa~ial cable appear as
negative~going'pulses. The centre conductor of the coaxial
cable, when measured at the control unit with reference to
the outer conductor will be +7.4 nominal (+1.1-2.2) volts
with no signal present and power on at each unit. The
signal from the control unit on.the coaxial cable centre
'conductor will appe~r at the ~evice'as depicte~ in figure
3.1. '.1l~ __

Bit timings from the device to the control. unit will
meet the same requirement as from control unit to device
except for bit rate. The bit rate from the device will be
630 ns (minimum) to 1.05 microsecond (maximum) per bit ..The
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minimum duration of the Up level, after crossing the 10%
point going in the positive direction for a 1 or 0 bit
until the start of the next consecutive bit will be 30 ns
as depicted in figure 3.2.

3.2 3270 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

The 3270 data stream consists of control words, status
words and data words whi6h' are transmitted between the
control unit and the devices attached to it. A word is
composed of 13 bits whose timings are shown in figures 3.1
and 3.2. Bit width for the bits 1 to 10 are same while bit
11 and bit 12 are of equal width but the duration is bigger
than bits 1 to 10. Width of bit 13 is maximum in the
series. Again these three levels of timings are different
for signals from the control unit to device and signals
from the device to control unit. Whether the bit is one or

1
zero is decided by the duration for which it was low. A one
is three times wide than a zero.

,The control unit performs an internal poll by sending
a dummy word followed by a Control Word 1. The dummy word
is composed of 13 zeros. The word following the dummy word
is detected as control word 1 by bit 2 and 3 while bit 4
indicates a poll. The first ~it of a word indicates busy
condition and bit 12 is the parity bit for bit 1 through
12. The pari ty mus t be'. odd. : During' j;ransmission from
control unit to device bit 13 is Dot used. When device
sends a word to control unit in bit 13 it indicates whether.
its a 480 character or a 1920 character device. In response
to the poll a 3277 display device sends a status word .with.
bit 1 and bit 13 one. This is shown in figure 3.3 .
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3.2.1 Word Formats

The control unit transmits two types of words in
addition to dummy words. These are control words and Data
words. The control words are used for sending different
control informations which governs the movement of the data
stream and commands to initiate such operations as the
total or partial writing, reading and erasing of data in a
selected 3270 device buffer'6• Format of the control words
are shown in figure 3.4 along with the formats of the
display station status word.

The Data Words carry both character data and attribute
data. Bit 4 identifies the word as attribute or character.
A one in this position indicates that this an attribute
word while zero indicates a character word. The formats of
data words are shown in figure 3.5.

3.3 INTERFACE HARDWARE

The basic responsibility of the hardware is to
interface the System/370 and the IBM PC working in
parallel with a display device. In order to carry'out this
task the hardware must have the following characteristics:

i) It must be able to synchronize its reception with
the words consisting 13 serial bits.

ii) It must be able to distinguish the dummy word,
control words and data words.
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CV Control Words

figure '-16 shows the formats for CU control words..
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iii) It must be able to identify the direction of
transmision: whether it is from the control unit
to device or from the device to control unit.

iv) Since the System/370 computers are much faster
than the IBM PC and the control unit transmits a
full buffer of 1920 characters at a burst the
hardware must be buffered and able to store data
transmitted by the control unit into its buffer
at the high speed of transmission of the control
unit which is connected to a multiplexer channel
of the System/370.

v) The hardware must also contain the interface
circuit to transmit data stored in its buffer to
the personal computer at a variable speed.

The hardware that will have the above characteristics
may obviously be divided into two distinct parts. The first
part will generate all the control signals from the bit
stream transmitted from the control unit which is called
the synchron and control signal generator while the other
part will convert the serial bits to parallel data, store
it in the memory of the interface circuit and will transmit
parallel data from memory to a parallel port of IBM PC for
input to data transfer software running in IBM PC which is
termed as the Data acquisition and retrieval circuit.

3.3.1 Synchron and Control Signal Generator

The major responsibility of this part is
different synchronization and control signals
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the data acquisition and retrieval part. The block diagram
of this part is given .in figure 3.6. The. synchron and

..control signal generator is composed of a clock, bit
synchronize~, word synchronizer and Synchron separator.

The clock generates a clock signal.of frequency 20MHz.
It uses a 20MHz crystal and two inverters to do it. The
clock pulses are used to measure the width of the signal
bits transmitted by both.control unit and device.

Bit Synchronizer takes signal and clock pulses of
frequency 20MHz. It measure the width of the signal and
helps decide whether it is a one or zero and at the same
time produces a pulse at the middle of each serial bit of
the signal transmitted by the control unit and the device.

Word synchronizer takes input from bit synchronizer to
produce word synchronization signals.: The word synchron
pulses are generated at the end of 13th bit of the word. It
monitors :theth~rteenth bit to produ~e. the synchr~n pulses
and if in any case transmission of next. word starts before
completion of the 13th bit it p~oducesa synchrori puls~-.of

.its own and helps ~ynchronize th~ ~ecept(on of signal with
the words.

Synchron separator takes bit synchronization and word
. J • _ •. \ ." •

synchronization pulses~s input:and.produce .aone.or -zero
, • •• • ' :. • ", .,' "r ,'-, ,~~.~'. ~

amt.• its c~mplement at: .the i.~nd :of .the :.,th:i\t~enthbit
depending on the dire-ction of ,tr';nsmission of .s-ignal..It is.'. . "

.the synchron .separator.who decides th.at:s-ignal.. from ~hich
direction is to be received by the interface hardware.

. ~._'".
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3.3.2 Data Acquisition and Retrieval Circuit

This part is driven by the c~nirol and synchion.signals
generated by the first part. It is composed of four
different blocks which are: Deserializer, Buffer, Control
unit, Address builder and Memory as depicted in figure 3.7.

'.Deserializer receives signals from the data
transmission line connecting the control unit and the
display device and from the bit synchronizer. It shifts the.
serial data received 'from the line to parallel data with
the help of the bit synchron pulses and makes it available
at the output.

The main responsibility of tbe b'uffer is to interface
the memory and deserializer. It also helps in controlling
the direction of flow of data to and from the memory.

\

Control unit is the brain of the data acquisition and
retrieval' part. It produces ~ll the control signals.
necessary for the circuit. It takes in~ut from the synchron
separator during: data acquisition and gives appropriate
signals to address builder, memory and buffer and sends a
signal to' IBM PC.to hold data retrieval from memory. During
data retrieval it holds data receiving from the signal line
and take's clo~k pulses from PC to build address and .keeps.' . " . - .
the -data of ~hi sele~tedlocation ~vailabie:at, the parallel
port of IBM PC for input.

"

/'. .- '

,.
Address builder "works with input signal, from' the

control unit of' the circuit and builds the,addres~ to
\select a memory location ..It remains active during the
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storing and retrieval of data from memory.

The memory of the data acquisition and retrieval
circuit works as the buffer of the inter.face hardware.
,Betwe~n the control unit and the display device data •
transmission' in either direction always takes place ina
burst of the size of display ,device. Therefore, the
interface hardware must have a buffer of at least the size
of the display device which is 1920 for a 3277/78 display.
However, the interface hardware buffer is 2K bytes.

3.3.3 Interface Circuits

3.3.3.1 Synchron and Control Signal Generator Circuit

that in a wordIt has been described previously in 3.1
there are three different bit timings. In the CU
transmitted words bit duration for
1.050 usec ~20 ns for bits 11 and 12 it

bit 1 through 10 is
is 1.26 usec + 20

In the disp'lay

---

ns and for bit 13 it is 1:470 usec,~ 20 ns.
, ,

transmitted words, the duration'Lor bit l' through 10 is
.630 usec ~ 20ns, for bits' 11 and 12 it is .840 usec ~ 20
ns and for bit 13 it is 1.05use~ + 20ns. Bit off condition
is indicated by a minus level of .25usec and a bit on
condition is indicated by a ~inus level of ;75 usec.' ,The
synchron ,and control signal generator circuit is
,responsible 'forsynchronizi~g ':.the';signal reception with
wordsandproduc,ing a bit ~ync;hF~n-,pulse, 'a ~ord ,;synchron
pulse an~:a control ~ignal indicatirtg ~he direction of
transmission. To do this, a 20MHz clock is being used which
gives a pulse at 'every 50ns. Since the bit off conditio~ is
indicated bya minus level ,"of:'.25usec and bit on ,~by

','.- - ..:,-" .:,,-
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.75usec, the signal may
start to see whether it is

be sampled at .30 usec from its
on or off. To synchronize data

----

reception bit synchronizer and storing a synchron pulse is
required at the end of the word.

There may be two ways to do it:

i) By counting the signal pulses and producing a pulse
at the .nd of bit 13 but in that case a way is to
be found out to indicate the beginning of a word.

ii) By observing the pulse width: since the width of
the bit 13 is the largest in the word irrespective
of direction of transmission by measuring and
finding out the widest bit in the word a word
synchron pulse can be generated.

\
It has been observed that the timing of the display,

device bits 11 and 12 are .84 usec and that of-bits 1
through, 10 is less and that of bit 13 is . 1.05 usec while
timing of all the CU bits are more than or equal to 1.05
usec. Therefore if a' counter sta'rts counting from zero at. .,
the beginning
display device

of every bit for a word transmitted by
the counter will not be able to count upto

.9 usee, on the other hand for B word transmitted by CU it
will exceed this value for every bit. Again the .same
counter will count '~pto 1.3~us~c in ca~e_of bit 13 of.CU.
transmit~ed w~rds sinc~ "the 'timi~gof 'CU:'w'o~dbits '11 'and

. ""'-

usee and that of bits 1 though '10 is less while

Therefore the bit synchronizer

12 is 1.26
that,of bit 13 is more.

with 300

I,
\
i

.nsec
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delay from starting of a bit may be obtained by counting 6
at the counter driven by 20MHz clock (50 nsec time period).
So the logical equation for T300 is as follows.

T3 0 0 = QA 1 • QB 1 • Qc 1 • QD 1

Similarly the signal delay from the starting of the bit
of the values 900 nsec and 1.3 usee to generate word
synchron signal for the eu and the device may be obtained
by counting 18 and 26 respectively. The formulae for these
two cases will be as follows

T9 0 0 =, QA 2 • QB 1

The inverted signal is fed to a mODostable
multivibrator (U4) to produce a small width signal which
resets the counter. This signal' along wi th the '900 nsec
signal is fed to a SR flipflop (Us). The complementary
output (fs of Us is appl ied to the input' of another
monostable multivibrator (U3). For display bits 1 through
12, ~ of the SR remains high but at bit 13 of display
input signal S of SR goes low while R input of SR remains
high except at the start of every bit. Therefore, Q; goes
low and remains there until the first bit of next word
comes to change ,the state and the output Q of U3 will be
high at beginning and low in the middle of display words.
Since all bit timings are greater than 900 nsec for the
control unit words; Qs of SR flip-flop Us will be low at
the start of every bit and it will be made high by gOOns
signal. If the timing of U3 is set to a value greater than

67
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that of any bit (1.47 usee), then during transmission from
CU the output of the monos table U3 will remain high because
of the retriggering at the starting of every bit. On the
other hand, since the timings of the bits transmitted by
the device is less than 900 nsec, the monostable will not
be triggered once at the beginning only. So the monostable

.output Q3 (U3 pin 13) will remain at level zero during
transmission from the display device, thus indicating the
direction of transmission. If the output of U3 is indicated
by Cu, it may be written that

i) if transmission from CU to device then Cu = 1

ii) if transmission from device then Cu = 0

Therefore for identifying the word synchron signal for
the CU(Wcu) and display terminal (Wo) the following logical
equations may be used

Wcu = Cu. T'30o

= Cu + T'300

and Wo = Cu • T900

-= Cu + T900
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It has been observed that during. the transition of
direction of ttaDsmission from "CU to display" to "display
to CUM the timing of bit 13 is not maintained at the
specified a value. So the synchron pu~se thus produced is
missed at the transition. This mi~sing synchron is
reproduced using a counter and producing a pulse at count
13. The word synchrorr pulse is held at up level for a while
using a monostable multivibrator so that the data shift in
deserializer can be completed before storing it in memory.
The circuit diagram is given in figure 3.'8.

3.3.3.2 Data Acquisition and Retrieving Circuit

I .

I
j'
I

The main task of the interface hardware is to acquire
data and store it for later retrieval. Since the s}gnal
received from the control unit is serial and the control
unit. sends a full buffer of 1920 characters at a burst the
hardware must be.able to deserial the serial data ana must
have a memory circuit, to store the characters sent in a

, . I
burst and it must' also have circuitry to 'make the data. .

• • " Iavailable at its 'parallel, port for inputing to IBM PC.'.
'- ',I

usedare

The signals received from the control "unit.is' input ted
to a shift registers (U1 and U2). The.bit synchron~ulses

as ~lock pulses to~hiftthe se~ialdata to m~ke
. , - , - "

.,it parallel. ..The parallel dat'a:then'gO:>t"otwo buffers '(U4
." ~nd Us ),whi~hin~erface th~ me:lIlory''an'd~hif~registers. The'

control~ircuit receives ~ord s~nchron . pulses from the
synchron g~ne~ator cir~uit.to build address to ~e~~'output
control pulses ....to buffer and write-pulses to memory". \ The

\

addres~ is built by a counter' (U12,U13 and Ui4) which ~se8

.'

'~

;'
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. I,

•.'

--- --

•

word synchron pulses as its clock input. Si~ce the signals
are 13 bit words to store a word 13 parallel bit locations
are required. Because of unavailability of such memory two
8 bit memory chips. (TC5516) are used each of which can
store 2048 bytes. A data selector circuit is used to select
between the low order snd high order bytes at the same
memory address. A circuit diagram of the dats acquisition
and retrieval circuit is given in figure 3.9 .
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Chapter 4

INTERFACE

4.1 METHODOLOGY

SOFTWARE DESIGN

The interface hardware picks up the data words and
attribute words transmitted by the control unit to the
device in parallel with which it is working and stores the
words in its' memory. Therefore an image of the display
screen is being saved by the interface hardware. The
contents of the interface memory can be retrieved by
sending some cpntrol signals to the control unit of the
data acquisition and retrieval circuit. The reception of
the interface hardware can also be controlled from the PC.
The interface hardware is also capable of making the data
avaiiable from any memory location at its output port
selected by sending control signals from PC.

The 3270 Information display system control unit
transmits only a set of predefined characters in a
structured EBCDIC form. The attribute characters are
transmitted intermixed with the structured data. For these
reasons, initially the hardware was designed to make it a
data acquisition unit to pick up and store all data
transmitted by the control unit and device. A software was
written to display or print at option all the 13 bits of



the words along with a control bit which would determine
the direction of data flow. The data received this way were
then checked and verified with actual data transmitted and
the control words. This helped determine the
hardware designed and also 'helped determine

ability of
the basic

characteristics of software. A listing of the program along
with sample output is included in the appendix - VI.

4.2 INTERFACE SOFTWARE

It has already been 'mentioned that the ~nterface
hardware stores a copy of what is displayed on the 3270
display station screen along with the attributes in its
memory. So, the basic responsibility of
software is to retrieve the stored bits,and
reproduce the characters transmitted by the

the interfac'e
decipher it to
control unit.

In addition to ~his {t must give the users all ease that he
1
deserves from a standard software; This suggests ~hat the
,interface software must have ,the following "characteristics.

I "
. ...

i) It must be able to control the interface hardware
--- so that a't the be'ginning:'of the data reception

.Imemory address is reset.
'/' .. ,

--, .. '.

"".retrieving." . -..,
.'. ~ _.' c •

ii) It must be able, ,to. detect when the interface
hardware stops reception so ,that'it can start data

.. .! . .-~i'~',','
,

.' ",..
- ~.. ,

iii) It must be ,capable
identify' data and

of analyzing
attribute

'-
the bit streams to
and the attributes

location in the display device buffer;
'. .

must be replaced by blanks as they, occupy
l
a
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iv) Since the control unit transmits a set of
predefined characters in a structured EBCDIC form,
it must take the responsibility of rebuilding the
EBCDIC characters and convert to ASCII as in all
microcomputers ASCII is the standard exchange
form.

v)

vi)

vii)

It must al}ow the user to define a beginning and
end of a block of data or program he wants to
transfer from mainframe to IBM PC.

It must let the user concatenate a number of files
during transfer operation.

It must be able to store the transferred data onto
some computer storage medium in a file
specification defined
by user.

The software controls the interface hardware outputting
signals through an output port and it monitors the status
using an input port. In addition to these ports a B bit
parallel port is used by the software to input the contents
of the memory circuits. of interface hardware. To define a
block a data to be transferred to PC a beginning-of-block
and an end-of-block symbols are used.
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4.3 FLOW DIAGRAM OF INTEFACE SOFTWARE

Start

Read the data
Conversion table

Switch = 0

:<------- 1
7
"----~-~--------------------

Accept output file
specification from user
and open it

----------------------------

------------- ------------
Reset all counters to
predefined value

--------------------------
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6

: Start data acquization

: (-----------------:

/ \ No

/ Interface \ ~_:
\ Buffer full? /

\_-----------~-_/
Yes

4

Read,a data word from
~interface memory and

rebuild the character

: (------------- 5

Yes
_________ / Switch=lll? \

\_~-----------_/
: No
.,,

/ \
/ Beginning of \~_~~ __ .4
\ Block found? / No'

\_---------------_/
:Yes

77



. ,,

.,

Switch = 111

4

6

Write data onto
user specified file

,~

Yes / \
___________j'" End of \

\ Block? /
\c.. .:. i

7 No
--_. 2

/ \ Yes
/ End of \ .:..:.:
\ Buffer ?/
\_-----------_/

No

:
4
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7

1 End of
1 Transmission

\ Yes
\_----------

\ desired? 1
\_-------- 1

No Close output:
file

Yes 1 \
___________ 1 continue with \

\ same file? 1
\_------ 1

2

Close?the output:
file:switch;;, 0

-----------------,

I

The listing of the program written
diagram is given in appendix~ VII.
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Cha.pter 5

DISCUSSIONS. CONCLUSIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

....-,.

5.1 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OBTAINED

The ultimate objective of the work was to devise a
method of down-loading data from mainframe computers to any
personal computer.
steps were followed:

To attain this objective the following

i) Study the IBM 3270 Information Display System and
~ ~ I

the Basic Telecommunication Access Method (BTAM).

ii) Investigate into, the information c9ntent of the
~ :signal transmitted. in either directio~~C

iii) Study of information content of the signal so that
a data acquisition unit (DAU) could be designed to
store word in synchronization with the
transmission.

iv) Design of the data acquisition hardware DAU.

v) Design an interface circuitry for retrieval of data
from the DAU.



vi) Data analysis to study the communication protocol
of the..3270 Information Display System, specially
from the downloading point of view,

vii) Design of a downloading hardware and software to
establish communication with the 3272 control unit
which can interface any personal computer .

.As a result of the above studies a hardware has
designed to take an image of display device.buffer.
hardware works in parallel with display terminals' .of
mainframe and have the following characteristics.

been
The
the

I'

---- -

i) It is able to synchronize its reception with a
serial bit stream consisting of 13 bit words.

. ~-

ii) It is able to identify the dummy word, Control Word
1 (CWl) , Control, Word 2 (CW2) and Data Word (DW)
transmitted by the Display Syst"em ControOl Unit.

. I

iii) The hardware is able to store data transmitted by
the Control Unit into its buffer at the high speed
of transmission of the Control Unit which is

.:..- . connected to a multiplexer channel of the mainframe
computer .

.iv) .The
to

hardware also contains the interface circuitry
transmit the stored data in its buffer to the

microcomputer .

.
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The interface software has been designed to input data
from the interface hardware and to rebuild the characters
to store onto some personal computer storage medium. The
software has the following characteristics:

i) It is capable of analyzing all the bits of the bit
stream.

ii) The software rebuilds the EBCDIC characters from
the predefined structured EBCDIC form and
translates them to corresponding ASCII Codes.

iii) It is able to store the received data onto some
microcomputer storage medium for later use.

Unlike the hardware and software available in the
I

market it is independent of the Operating System and Time
Sharing System running in the mainframe. To transfer the
data from mainframe to personal computer the user is to
define a beginning-of-block and an end-of-block and the
data is to be displayed on the scr.een so that the interface

• . ..•. ,', '.'>''''

hardware can take an image of that. This can be done by an
assembly language program, a time sharing system like Entry
Time Sharing System (ETSS) or Interactive Computing and
Control Facility (ICCF), or even by Virtual
Machine/Conversational Monitoring System (VM/CMS), the time
sharing system of virtual. machine .environment on
System/370. The software recognizes the beginning of block
and starts filing data until it finds the end-of-block.
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Since the 3270 Information Display System can be
connected to all IBM System/370. IBM 30XX and IBM 4300
computers, the hardware and software will be able to
download data from all the mainframe computers mentioned
above.

The popularity of personal computer encouraged
computer industries to produce a variety of input and
output devices for the personal computers. The ability of
downloading data from mainframe to personal computer will
open a new horizon of data representation to the user.

5.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The present work was limited
communication link. Using the

to establishing a simplex
hardware and software

developed, data transfer is possible only from mainframe to
personal computer. This work can be expanded to establish a
duplex communication link. The hardware can be' modified to
collect more information about the' data communication in
IBM mainframe computers which can help build an inter-,
mainframe computer communication network in the country.
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EBCDIC CHARACTER CODES

APPENDIX I

J,
t ,.,.

1

CODE TRANSLATION TABLE COOE TRANSLATION TABLE lConld)

lnilruction Craphin and Controli Hrack Tape Card Code

Doc to. IRRI BCDIC ESCDICIII ASCI I BCDlCI21 EBCDIC . Biniry

0 00 Nut NUL lZ-Q-1-8-9 'XXXl<X'"

I 01 SOH SOH 12+'9 0000 "'"
1 01 STX STX IN'" 00l)) 0010

J 01 [lX [lX 12-)-09 0000 0011

o 04 SPM Pf [01 ,,.... I

S OS BAlR liT [NQ }2-5-9 OOXI0101

6 06 SCTR IC ACK 12-6-ll OOXI0110

~ !~ 'CO 0[1 BEl 12-H CKXXlOlll, 08 m " as IH-i 0000 I""

,"' IS' • 'If liT 12-H", OOXIIOOI

10 DA SVC SMM If 12-2-8-'9 (l))) 1010

Jl DB VT VT 12+8..q OOXIIOll

12 DC ff ff 12-4-11~ "'" 1100
n 00 CO CO 12-5-8-ll OOXIllOI

W IX MVCl SO SO 12-6-8-9 lXXXl1110

15 IJ ClCl Sl Sl 12+8-9 00ll11ll

16 10 IPI! DU OLI 12-11-H-i "'" 0000
11 11 LNR DC! OCI . 11-1-9 !XXIlOOJI

18 12 ITR Del Del 11+9 00)10010

" Jl lCO 1M DC! IH..q OlnOOIl

20 W NR RES 004 11-4-9 COOl0100

" IS CtO Nl NAK 11-5""9 (0010101

2l 16 OR as SYN 11-6..q ron OlIO

-ll 1L XR II ETB Il-H (0)10111

" 18 to CAN CAN 11-8-9 ro:iTTOCii

" " CO [M [M 11+8-9 oo)l}ool

26 lA ~: cc • SUB 11-2-8-9 lXlIlIOIO

4 .li CUI ESC 1l+8..q (001 lOll
18 IC M' IFS FS lI-4-g..q OOJl1100

" 10 OR IGS GS 1i-}-8-9 (0011101

TO IE AI' IRS os 11-6-g-ll OOCIIIlID

11 If StO IUS US 11+8-'1 ron 1111

3120 lPDR OS S, 11-<>-J-8"1 00100000

)3 21 lNDR SOS , ! 0+9 0010 OOJI

J4 11 LTDR FS .. 0-2-9 1 0010 lXHD

JS 2l LeDR • O-J-lj 00100011
J6 24 HOR ,y, • - IH"I (0)00100

J7 15 lRDR U • O-H 00100101
J8 26 MXR ETB • 0-." 00100110

" 27 MXDR ESC 0-1-9 OOIOOlll

'''' " lOR , 0-'" OOIOICOO

4I " COR I 0+8"9 0010 lOClI

42" AOR SM . 0-2-8-9 00101010
4J " SOR CU, • .. 0-3-8-9 0010 lOll

•• 2C MOR 0-4-8-9 00101100
4S .20 00' [NQ - (r5-H 00101101.. " A" ACK O~.8-9 00101110
07 1r S•• BEl I 0-1-8-9 0010 I III
4BTO LI{R 0 12-11~1-8-9 0011 00Xl
49 31 I"" I I" OOllllXH
5032 lTER SYN , 1"1 0011 0010

~ ~ LeER J H 00 II 0011
51 J4 HE' PN 0 ••• 0011 0100
53 3S lR[R .S S S"I 0011 0101
56 J6 AXR uc 6 6 •• 0011 OliO
.5S 31 SXR EOI 7 H OOIl Olll
56 J8 LI'

, ,.. OOlilOOl

S7 " CER , 1-8-9 00111001

51 :: ~: , 2-8-9 00111010

" J
CUT H-9 00111011

"' lC ME' 004 < 4-g..q 00111100
61 3D '" NAK . 5-8'1 OOUIIDI

" " AU'
,. 6-8-'9 OOlllllD

63 3f SUR SU, 1 1-8""9 .0011 III I

In1truclion Craphlc1 and Conlroh 7-1riCk Tape Card Code
Doc to. IRXI BCOIC ESCOICl1l ASCII BCOlCl2l EBCDIC Binary---
•• '" SIH Sp Sp • tlI no ~unche1 0100 (IDJ

65 41 LA A 12-{)-1--9 0100 oon

•• 41 SIC , 12-{)-z.q 0100 0010

67 4J Ie C 12-{)-H 0100 0011

•• •• EX 0 12-{)-4-4 0100 0100

til OS BAI [ 12-{)-5-4 0100 0101
10 •• 'eT F 12-{)-t--9 0100 0110
1 07 sC C lZ-{)-H 010001i1
12 4B IH H 12-{)-8-4 iiioo iOCiJ
)J " CH , 12-1-8 0100 1001

" 4A AH t t J 12-2-B 0100 1010

IS " SH , SA' " 12+8 0100 1011
16 " MH el < < I SA 8 4 12-4-8 0100 1100
17 00 [ , , M BAU 1 12+8 0100 liD)

7' " C~:
< • • N B A 842 12-t-8 0100 1110

1'> 4F CV 0 , , 0 BA8421 12-7-8 0100 IIlI
III 50 SI •• • • , SA " 0101 Wi!
II Sl Q 12-1H-4 OlOlOOll

" 51 • IHI-z.~ 01010010
8J SJ S lIZ- -304 01010011

" 56 N' 1 12-11-4.q 01010100
BS 55 Cl U 12-1I-5.q 01010101
B6 56 0 V 1l-1I-6--9 01Ol01l0
81 '7 X • }2-11-7--9 - 0101 DIll

•• 51 I X 12-1 i-8---9 0101 iOCXl

•• " C Y 1\-1-8 0101 1001

'" SA A ! ! i 11-2-8 01011010

" SB S I • 0 , 8 " 11+8 0101 lOll

" SC M . . . \ , B4 11-4-8 -iilOilioo

" SO 0 J I I 1 , B4 I 11+8 0101 1101

" SE AI , , , ~ , , 8" ll-t-8 0101 1110
9S 51 SI 0 ~ ~ - , 84 Z I 11-7-8 OlOU!!)

" "' SID - - - , 11 0110 00Xl

" 61 I I I • A 1 0-1 OlIO Q))j

" " b ll-{)-Z.q ~~~~~:~" 6J c ii-o-H o 000
100 •• , ll-{)..s-ll 01100100
101 65 • 11-(l-5--9 01100101
101 •• ~

1}-{)-6-lj 01100110
IOJ 67 MXO lJ-{)-7--9 01100111
104 6B LO h l)-{)-8--9 oiiiliiX))
lOS til CO

,. 0-1-8 OUOl00l
106 6A AD

, j 12-11 0110 1010,
ASlOT •• SO • " 0-3-8 OliO lOll

l/Xl 6C MO •• • • I AB4 0-4-8 01101100

""
60 00 Y - ;: m AB4 I 0.,-8 01101101

110 " .A' \ ,
" A 84 Z O-t-8 OlIO mo

III Of S. . 1 1 0 A 84 Z I 0+8 0110 Ilil
IU 10 SI[ , 12-1}-{) DIll 00Xl
1D 11 , IZ-I1-D-I-lj OlllllXll
IW 12 , 12~1I-{)-2.q Dill 0010
I~ )J s 12-U-o-3o4 Olll 0011
ll6 70 I IZ-Il-0-4 --9 om 0100
111 IS u 12-Il-{)-S-ll 0111 0101
118 16 , 12-Il-{)-6-ll 01110110
IN 17 w IZ-ll-{)-1-4 0111 Dill
120 l' If , 12-1I-{)-8--9 01ll10CXl

"I 19 CE y I-B 01111001
111 lA At • , , , A ,.. 0111 1010
J2l I' SE ,. • , I ," ]~--- PHUO!!
"0 7C •• .' • • , B4 4-B 01111100
11S 70 DE , I B4 I S-' 01111101
.m 1[ AU , . - '" 6-B OIJlIIlO
JZ1 " SU .r " .. ({I 8421 '-8 Olllll!!

TWO-CHARACTER BSC
DATA LINK CONTROLS

1. Two columns 01 EBCDIC g'ilpnla
",e ,hown. Tn. flut givills IBM
,unda,a u.s. bit ~tle.n u'19"-
menu. The second ,hO""5 the T.II
,no TN tut prlntln'ilchilln, H20
grJPhlcs).

2" ACd C (check bll) lor OCld 0' liven
Pilr;!y ill needed, e:o.cllpt III noteo.

3. For even I'Writy lalli CA.

~
ACK-Q
ACK.l
WACK.
RVI

~
DLE,X'70'
OLEX61'
OLE,X'6B'
OLE,X'7C'

ASCII

OLE,O
OLE,1
OLE,;
OLE,<
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CODE TRANSLATION TABLE leonid} CODE TRANSLATION TABLE leon,d)

1,

Instroctlon Gr~hics Ind Cootrols HriCk Tapt Card Cooe
Do<_ Ho, lind ForR'lit BCOIC [BCDICtll ASCII' .8COICI21 EBCDIC Bln.ry.
128 III SSM -S 12-0-)-8 IlXIllUXl

'" 8J • • IZ-<l-I 10CXlaxil
DO 82 ""W -S , , 12-fr-2 10CXl0010
m 8J D~nDse c c 12-0-3 ItDl 0011
I3Z &I WRO SI

, , I~:;; '<Xl! ~I~
ill " ROD • • IlXIJ 0101
134 " BXH f f U-<l" IlXDOnO
IJ5 " Bill , U .•.. , 1(0) 0111
136 " SRI h h U .•..• 10CXlIOCXl
137 "' Sll 1 1 ".... 10CXl1OO1
DB ••• SRA 12-Q-2-8 lOCO1010

'" " SLA RS f IHH-8 llXlllOll
I4D Be SRDl < IHH-8 )00) lIm
WI so SIDI

,
12~-8 limBO}

142 I[ SRDA . IH)-6-B 10CXl1l10

~4~- SltlA + )2-(H-B lOCOIII I
144 STM 12~IJ-H IIXUm
W' " TM

lSi I- I 12-11-1 loolOCXlI

'" " MVI , , 12-11-2 tOOl 0011
W' '3 TS -S 1 I 12-1H 1001 OOI~

'" •• NI m m !Z-llo( 10010100

'" " Cli " " 12-11-5 10010101

~ " 01 SI 0 0 12-IH 10010110

" XI • , 12-11-7 10010111
151 " LM -RS • • 12-11-8 1001 lCXXl
BJ " , , 12-11-9 1001 1001

'" •• 12-]1-2-8 1001 1010
IS' " I 12-11-3-8 llXlllon
156, fie SiO,S IOf c 12-11-4-8 10011100
IS' " T10,CLRIO S , 12-11-5-8 10011101

'" " HID, HDV ! 12-l1-H 10011110
IS' " TCH • 12-11-7-8 IOOlllli
I"' AD -- IHI-I-8 10lD !XXXI
161, Al . . JI-Q-} 1010 (OJI

'" A2 , , 1l~2 10100010
163 A3 , f 1I-{}-) 10100011
164 A4 u u IHI-,l 10100100
16' AS , , "-<l-S 10100101
166 Ai> • • 1I .•.• 1010 0110
167 A' , , 11-6-7 1010 Dill
'68 - A' Y Y ll-o-a 1010 lCDJ

'" AO , , ".... 10101001
"D AA n-o-z-I 10101010
171" AB L 11-{)-)-8 10101011In, AC STN~!~, c Il-<H-8 1010 1100
173 AD STOSH. [ • 11-<1-5-1 10101101.
170 " SIGP -RS > 11+6-1 10101110

'" Af MC -SI ; - 1l-{}-7-8 IO){)llIl

'" BD ,
12.11-G-1-8 IDlIlXXXl

In BI LRA .R< ,
12-U-<rl 1011 COlI". " See below • 12-IHH 1011 0010

'" Bl • 12-11-0-) JOlt 0011
'Ill &I 12-1I-<l-4 lOll 0100
181 " • 12-U-<l-5 IOU olDI
182 " SlOt lRS • 12-1I-tl-6 1011 0110
18J B1 1m ,

12-1I-{)-7 1011 0111
1&1 B8 • )2-1I-{)-B lOll llXXl

'" " • IHI-()-9 10111001
I" BA cs ). 12-U-{}-Z-S 10111010
187 BB COS RS J 12-11-(1+8 1011 1011
188 Be , 1l-11-()-4-8 IDllllOOI", BD

~ }RS
) 11-II-(l+S 1011 BOI

190 B[ + 12-Il-iHl-8 lOlllUD
~I Bf leM - 12-11-6-7-8 IOllllll
~ code [5 lormall
8202 - STIOP
8203 - STlDC
B204 - SCK
8205 • STCK
82U1- SCKC

B207 - STCKC
8208 - SPY
8Z09- SIPT
~ -SPKA
820B - IPK

820D - pnB
B21D - SPX
82ll- STPX
82}2 - SlAP
8213 - RRB

85

7-Track Tape C~r(l Code
--Instruc1ion Graphics and Conttols

Doc_ Ho, I SSl BCDIC "EBCOICIiI A.SCII BCOlCl2l [BCOIC Binary~,CO ? ( BA' , "-<l 11oo(W)
_~l Cl A A A 'A I 12-1 1100 (0)1

'" C2 B B B " , U-' lIoo 0010~,Cl C C C " 21 12-3 Jloo 0011

'" CA D 0 0 BA • 12-< 1100 0100

"' OS , [ , BA • I U-; 1100 0101
~8 CO f F F BA 02 '''' 1100 0110
M C7 G G G BA 021 12-7 lIOO 0111
200 C8 H H H B A , 12-8 1100 jOCii
201 " 1 1 1 BA' I ".., I 1100 1001

""
CA 12-(I-2-8~ Iloo 1010

20J CB 12-(I-3-8~ 1100 1011
204 CC t 12-Q-4-8~ 1100 1100

"" CO IHI'5'8~ lIoo JlOI
206 CE Y IHI-{)-8-9 lIOO 1110
207 CF -- .- IHI-1-8-9 1100 1111
1<i8 -00 ! l B • , Ii-<l 1101 (W)

""
01 MYN J J J B I ll-l 1101 LUll

210 02 MVC , , , B , 11-2 11010010
211 OJ MVZ I I I B 21 11-3 11010011

'" 04 NC M M M B - • Ii"" 11010100
2U OS tIC N N N B • I 11.5 1101 OWl
'W

'"
OC 0 0 0 B 02 11-< 11010110

2lS I" XC P P P B .!l_L 1!-7 -- --- 1I0l01l1

'" I:;: 0 0 0 B 8 U-8 1iOl 10"Xl
217 R B R B B I Ii'" lIDI 1001
lIB OA 12-11-2-8~ 1l01JOIO
2N DB 12-11-3-8~ llOI lOll
220 OC TR 11-1l-4-8~ 1101 BOO

'" OD TR1 12-1H-8~ lIOI 1I01m Of ED 12-1I-6'8~ 11011110m Of '''''' 12-1I-7-8~ 11011111

'" EO , \ A' , 0-2-8 ~.!- lliO(ijjj

'" El 1I-Q-1-9 - I1ID OOJI

'" E2 S S , A , D-' I liD 0010m 0 T T T A 21 D.J 11100011

'" " U U U A , D"" 1110 OJOO
'" ES V V V A • I o--s 11I00JOI
Zl<l " W W W A 02 0 .• 1110 0110
23' £Y X X X A 021 0-' t-!~lQ9J!!231 ,. y y y A' O:S-~-- 1110 10"Xl
2lJ " Z Z Z A' I 0.., 1110 1001
2J4 'A - 1I-o-2-8~ 1II0 1010
231 EB 11-Q-)-8-9 1Il0 1011

'" EC • 1I-()-4 - 8-9 1110 1100
237 ED 11-(1-5-8-9 1110 1101
218 [[ 1I-Q-t-8-9 1110 1110

'" [f 1-(I+8~ 1Il0 1111240 fD SRP D 0 0 • , 0 1111 ax:o

'" ;!' MVO I I I I I II Jl OO)}

'" PA.CK , , , , , 1II1001O
"3 fJ UN"" J J J 21 l 11110011:.IF. I; ; • , 1111 tiiOO" S , I , Ill! 0]01

'" ,,- , , , 02 , IlllOIlO

'" n , T , 021 ? JIll Dill
lAB " ZAP • • • • • 1111 ICOO

'" " CP , , , • I , 11111001
2SO FA AP I 12-11-0-2-8-9 .1111 1010
251 fB SP - 12-II-o-3-8~ rWWQIJ25' Fe MP 12-11-()-4.8-9 1111 lIoo
25J FO OP 12-11-0-5-8-9 11IIlIOI

'" IT ! 12-1I-()-6-8-9 1111 1110
25S FF EO .._.

12-11-0-7-8-9 llInlll

ANSI-DEFINED PRINTER CONTROL CHARACTERS
(A io RECFM 'ielll 01 DCBI

~ Action before printing record

bhmk ~llin.
o $p«:e 2 lines

Sp.c:e 3 Iin"15
+ Suppreu space
1 Skip to line 1 on new page



APPENDIX - IT

CONTENTS OF CONTROL REGISTERS

Word Bits Name of Field Function Value after
System Reset

o
o
o
o

o
24
25
26

Block multiplex mode
.Timer mask
Interrupt key mask
External signal mask

Block multiplexing control
Extended external masking
Extended external masking
Extended external masking

o
1

1

1

Machine check handling

Machine check handling

o
o

1

1

o
1

1

o
o
o

o

handling
handling

handling
handling
handling
handling
handling

Machine check
Machine check

Channel masks Extended 10 masking
Monitor masks Monitoring
Hard stop mode Machine check
Synchronous MCEL mask Machine check
.10 extended logout Machine check
Recovery report mask Machine check
Configuration report Machine check
mask
External damage
report mask
Warning mask
Asynchronous MCEL
mask
Asynchronous fixed
log mask

7
8

6

9

0-31
16-31

o
1

2

4
5

14

14
14

2
8

14

14
14
14
14

----14

15 8-31 MCEL pointer Machine check handling 512

MCEL: Machine Check Extended Logout

86
f



APPEND IX-I II

INTERRUPTION CODE FOR PROGRAM INTERRUPTION

----------------------------------------------------------------
Interruption Code

(bits 24-31 of old PSW)
Program Interruption Cause

----------------------------------------------------------------
1 00000001 .Operation
2 00000010 Privileged operation
3 00000011 Execute
4 00000100 Protection
5 00000101 Addressing
6 00000110 Specification
7 00000 III Data
8 00001000 Fixed-point overflow
9 00001001 Fixed-point divide
10 00001010 Decimal overflow
11 00001011 Decimal divide-
12 00001100 .Exponent overflow

,

13 00001101 Exponent underflow
14 00001110 Significance
15 00001111 Floating-point divide

10000000 Monitoring
-----------------------------------------------------------------

,
I,
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APPENDIX I V

PROGRAM STATUS WORDS

0-5 Channel Mask
8;1\ 0 10 5 ,.1.' a~:>i9"ed to channch 0 10 5 When it char",~1

~ h,t i) ~l. I/O inh::"Ul'llu"~ all~t.'nill,l~<.llorlin:

r~dlvt' ch.",,~l_ II il hll I) 011tlelol, inlcllul,liull) "It.'

dlwloh.'t.l 10' 110••1 eh •••", ••1. 1 he Ullt'''Upl,001 COf\tl,(tUIl)

It"um ~nd",'l.

:6 Input/Output Mask
I_ IntcrrUl'liuIl. d'e ,,1l~1,lcd h.ll ch"nncl 6 "lid ••lJnvll.

o 'Irllllrrul,li"n~ "'C lJ,•••l,h,tlIUl ell.mnd 6 .lIul ••1I""I:L

Tht!~ ch.>nrll,d:;;,lie IIUI "v ••iL••!'I.: 011Il~ Mudd 115.

7 External Mask
l' lnlelruption. 4I,e t!nilul"t1f,om the 1•.•lh,.\".~ t'~l~, " ..1

,;oUJC~'

• I"'""val lime'
• CPU 111m,.

• Clock con;pa'illor

• Iltlt'fl"I" ~ey 011 con.o\e

• E., •.,,,,,I.'!l,, ..•h
O. E.1••,,,••1 !lIlt'" upli,,,n ill t' di!>il.hll't1.

NOll': CPU lina" alltl cluck C"lIllJil,alOr interruptlun (Uli

drIll'''. '''",dlll 1'",,11"'9 only il !l0 IH:'W velh, •.••i1'" ~., [,..i, ••"
It>t'i"lerouiJ1"1IlIS I,,,•.•:n

14 Wait St ate
., - Tt,e CI'U IS ill th~ 11"••,1 ~I••I~ llln inSlluchun I."oc •."••my

I,y Mil' ••",' '''' r'ru '""'''' 'cl-oHhll!J'
o . 11,,!CI'III> '"110"IUI,,,i'll'''''''''.

15 Prohlt:!m State
II,,, (:I-'(} " "' "". 1"01,1",,, •••••1"••• ,,11 (I"ly U"J.l"v,1c'.l"d

""I'W."'''''" _n" ,",,,, ,,1,-,'
(I II", lPU h ", 11,,- ""'~"'''''' ,,1••1". "'1I11 ••.••••1J"volC'.l"rJ

..' "I ''''.'' '.11"'1_ .I "".1, "',"0" ••••' •. t:"t'l-u\cd

16.-31 Interruption Code
"" ••" ••IJ",,,.v n.lll" wl,,,h "l"nlil,,,. ,I,,, •••""c" ul an

32-33In"truction Length Code
111l~,~••l"" ••, v ,",hi •. wl"d, ~,u •.•••II,,, I""!JII, u\ II,,, 1••••1

,,:1"'1""1"') 1O"1>"l-I,,-,,,11."1. v, J ' •.•ll"",,hl wll"" ~
1""\J'."" UI •.•.'1",,>1.,.,. l-••II ,',I,,"U ••""" u':':u,~

:~4--35 Condition Code
ll.,~ •• <ll,i" ••,y """,b", ~t:I hv 11••. r"",,11> 01 \idliUlJ~

""I, ",:I,,,"~."",11'.11h., ••,d,,,,!.1 th:l-b,UI'~ c••,' b~ "'01'1"

.'2 Extended Control Mode
1 ~ EC mode is toel and th •. PSW bin Ire inl •.rpr~'cd a,,",

~own in Figure 15. . \
Or B••••,C conl,ol IHGI mod •. is sel ,m,I It, •. PSW I.ib a ••.

inl ••'prel ••d <ISliloOwl' In II"S' Fill"l ••

TrIlS ii i1llln,IrY k •.y v.hich Ii comP'lretl wllh iI k"j1 ill

- UO'il!je when the CPU i'O'~~" reiult or 1t!1(:"t!~ U••I" hum

11•.•eh J.lrOltctt:d 10(.II;on. F •.lthin!,j ,lOU ~,or i"y only

IUCCl.'t.'U if Ih •.~ Iwo keys m<llch or lilt: PSW key Ii le'u.

8-11 Key ..;.. :l6.-39 Program Mask
WI,,~n w,',i: •. I./UlJ,,"lI m,,:.lt I",~ "Olio],l" irIll"'UPI,Oll~ duI!

10:

• f 'Xl-.•Il'uilll ,:.."rlluw (l'll Jlil

• u",-i", .•1"ve' II" .•.• (hi' :")

•. l"IIU,,"""' ",,01.,,1110"'" l~"tJIH
• ~'y",t" "lit." 110,1 :I!J)

It II,,, LJ,"" a,,, ll, II,~ ,d"""n, i"I~''''llh"nlo''''' ",>.dbl",!. .1,
40-63 Instruction Address
Ihi~ is iluin".v I,t'ld '''I"C:.cll!IIlU ,I,,, •••••'" ~IUI,,!I" i>l.hl,,,~•
••I II••. nc.l",,,~I,,,,.II,,"_I" IJ" ",",culc.1

13Machine Check Mask
I z Interruptions due 10 milch in •. chC'Ch huch dS p.lrily

t:rrors, system, procbsing. or tim.::r ddm ••y•.l d'" •." ••l.oled.

O' lulerruplions due 10 WIIJ.lrnsible tThlchi" •. l'I,,,ck •• " ••.

di5Olbled. Th •.y ,emOli" pend,ng

Ic~,~.MM' ~ 1r".truPI;~nC~W )crC=L~Q~:.m I 1{ '~UU"HJ" Auw••• 1
o s 6 7 8 llt21.J'41~ID ;Ill:! :n",.J :i!>:l.O JS40 63

Program Status Word (Be Mode)
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1 Program Event Recording Mask
1. PrO\jum evt'n1i ~cihed in corurol "91~\I,r 9 1•.••1:11d~

lI.Jccl..,,~tulb'.'lthmlll will c.use lin inll:(ful"'l,l",

O. Pr09'''n1 e>lenlrtlcorclil1!) is di!>ilhlt.'d.

5 Translation Mode
l' Dyn;amic ilklleu l'iln~l ••liOlI is ulot:d Itill.' ildlllc~~ h•.•\o4!

+ dislll~cemcni is 1f••H~I.lled .•.i••s••.•..l' ••t.'ul •.•••111'.1.,.

liIhles i,IIU Ih•.•le ••1"'-""'J" i"l.l.e~sl.

0' Addren l'iOnsl<ltioll is 111,.1\useU.

6 Input/Output Mask
, • liD inlt.'IIupt;ulIS a,e enahled 101 "II e!l,mllels who~

md~ llil> ill conlrol regiSlcr 2 all~ set.

0" All liD inlt,rru~tions iiI/t' cli),dliled, dO,t! requests

reffiillln j:.llmdi"y.

7 External Mask
1 L Exte", ••1 inlt.'flupliollS ille enilb1L.d 10' "II wurct"'> •••.llo'iC

mil"" loils in conuol rt9'sh,r 0 ;lft.' 1Ioe1

o ' E _11:'.",,1 inlc""III'OIlS ii'" dis.-hled.

8-11 Key
This,~ •• billa,y key which is compa.ed with iI key ill

UI"~ wl]t'il the CPU stores co rt::.ull or Icld ••:~ d ••,,1 1,,,11,

• ttld'v'ulcelcd loeal,ol'. FI<I.:hing ,mel ~lo,i"lJ ol,ly

lll~eec" il tIll! "'I:V~Illilld, or Ihl: P5W key i~ lew.

f2 Extended Control Mode
.\. Modcl.115 i~,II r.c modI< and the P5W IJlh ,>Ie

ifllCII"Ch;d i1~)I,o .•••.n in Ihi~ F i!JUlc.

O' Modd 115 i~in bC mode ",id the PSW tJih .ne
inlefP'cl~<l iI~ )lll.lWIl in Fi!jllfC 14.

13 Machine Check Mask
1 ~ M••ehu,c.J",ck ir,lelll.lpliun~ .ut: "".bl"d I•.•,:

• 5 .••.~1"1Il••"u I"ut:"",~inll u"rn"l/U.
• AU ollIe, llloodlHle chet:l~ wltu~1< 11li>~1..1"1> U'l.WI!ful

1t'\l'~'C'14 ••,e ~el.
0 .. SIl,,~ •...•.•>tI,lt! m"d,i"l< dll,ck i".""upll-OlIS ".c (1,,,,,,UI.,U

14 W<.tit State
1 . The CI'~J i~III tile v."it ~1••le 1110 iH~I."' ..li •.•" I'rul;e~""''1

hI' Mil' ,,'oU uO CPU llICler 1~"';u,ui,,'11.

(J .• 1he CPU i~ ill Ihe lunni'kj :>\,.It!.

15 Problem State
II,,, CI'(I I. '" It,<:1""I,le"l SI••It:•• "ld <I,d•••.1"""I,,'1cO

""'"'' ,,, ••,' "'" e~et:u1tal
o. 11",Cl'IJ I~ II, \I.t: ~'I'''''V;'>O' sl ••le, <""J I,ulh IlfivoI"ycd

•.•"d \"'1>',vtl'.'.l",1 ,,'""unio"~ii'" t:."l;\lled.

18,19 Condition Code
11 ,I> .~ " I"" ••, V "" •• ,h", :.0.:1IoV 11." ,,,>.•11> hi " ••' 'Ull~
1",lr,,~I,,),.,. ", 11,.•1 I" ••,,,,I,,, '\I ,,,,,.,,.",Il~ (;,"l I't! ", .•,Ie.

20-23. Prouralll Mask
WI"", ""I. 11",:.<:1,,1. "" .•I.le ",Ie, 'UI,I,,,,,~ .10,,, '"

• I '~c" .",iu' "vcrll •..•••••.••,,' 1il)

• 0"<:1",,,1 ".",Huw (1"1211

• (lIl'"II""lumt",II,,,./ (l1l1121

• 5,\1"' ••..:••" •." 11..12Jl
I' •• ,.,1 i. O. ",1"\1""1 ,,,Ie""I,II"" j~••,,,..••I,,'t III." ,,,,,,1'1,,,,,
".''',1''''1"",,1'''\11 .

40-63 Instruction Address
ll,j~ i. a hi,i.I'Y I,dd '''J.>,,,,., ••tm\l 11." Ill."" ~1"''':Je .•dd,c~~

ul Iht ue"'l i",IIUCI;<)1l In ~ l!"I:'C"I",1.

Ifl.lr •••.•,••••A.~II~

t.;

Program Status Word (Ee Mode)
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APPENDIX V

STRUCTURED EBCDIC CODES

.
Blu:l-l G,.pttic EBCDIC ASCII

00 0000 ••• •• '"00 ..., A C' ••
00 00'0 • C2 .,
00 oon C C' "00 Q,OO 0 C< ••
DO 0101 , C' ••
00 0110 F CO ••
DO 0111 a C1 "DO •000 H C' ••
DO 100' I C' "
00 1010 ( • <A -

I - ,.
00 1011 •• "00 noo < 4C JC
00 1101 I •• "DO 1110 • " "( 1 4F -
00 1111

1 - "
0' 0000 • •• "01 000' J ., <A

0' 00'0 K ., ••
0' oon L ., 'C
0' 0'00 M •• ••
0' 0101 H ., "0' 0110 • ""

4F
0' 0111 • ., ••
0' '000 Q

"" "0' '00' R os "
0' 1010 ( 1 SA I ~

I - ,.
01 lOU • •• ,.
0' nOO .

'C 1A

0' 1101 I ,. ,.
0' 1110 ; " "
0' 1111

, OF
A "

8iu2-1 Gnl'hlc EtiCUIC ASCII

•• • •••• 80 'D

'D •••• I a, "'D DO'. a " ",. oon T " ••
ID ",DO U •• 50,. 0101 V " ••
'D 0110 W " "
'D 0111 X E1 ••
ID 1000 Y EO "'D ,,>01 Z EO OA

ID lU10 1 (EBCDIC I 'A 1C1
ID 1011 •• 'C
'0 "00 • 6C "
'0 110\ - •• OF
10 1110 > Of '"'0 1111 , OF 3F

n DODO 0 FO 30
n 0001 , " "n 00'0 , " "n oon 3 F3 "" 0100 • F4 34

" 010\ • •• "n 0110 a " 38
n 0111 7 F7 J1

n 1000 • " '"n 'DO' • " :Ill

n 1010 ; 14 JA

n HlII * " "n "00 • 7C .0

n HOI 70 "n 1110 - " 3.

" 1111 - 1F "
No-.: 1Md1M~_ ••••• _ "IMJ••• rulbul#,AID.•••~iI. ~""',,,'I~C). copy({IIIIt••I (CCCJ,CUMul lIu'U ~' •• ,. ~.dbull., MlNt."-
TJwy~allQtJlMI.lUtorl and••••••••• ..,1 by It., :J1'''.rnJ 32/Ii",h.n ~, ••f;"11iff sse Wh."."y Q/ Ih••• ,hw.,c"" U ".'''''''ll4lJ ,,, th.
p;vgrMn. u.. CU.uigm1h.~.fII EIJCDIC~. If " ••,,,,,,",un i, in ASCII. 11>. CU I/MlU.l.,lh. fBCDIC,uU' h" ASCII c.,.J" P"''''''
u•• _iuJoA

To ",. Ih. ~ rDde.ml/". rN II••• CIINN,,.,,.,.,In.-l I.J' •..•MI.J,.u '" "'''''''''''''''1<&'''. fuu ~urmi,.. 1M •.",_,.,,1 hi., 1-1. 5.11'" U>i,
bilconl<gu'.riI:>n I,,,," Ih ••• "," :I-r~uJlIffl"" Th. ""iii cuJ<l U.••I w;II""" lf~,JfI...J i.ItJ ••, in EBCOICo- i" ASCII)., ru w ,i,;.l DI II••
bit CDII/i>J4I,.riQ<l.

u. rhi. ub'-.uo r•• ,.,miM ~ul",,"1If EBCDIC.,w ASCII b•• u>w. M>d u>.J, ••••DCJ.'••d II'~>C dIM..: •• , •. S••• F,II"'"" :1-4. N••~ 5. IfIo'
ASCII A <lAdB ".,JJi& dYt":I.' lIill.,.nu "" ASCII •....,.. 21••,,116£ fl.-lliJ.

C;,.,."ic ch.,~Utl tflo'1MU"ilN Sr. I.' I/O lIIu,I«;. cDJ.• .,. WI""'''. C;'<'Phiech•••••",." millhl lIi11., tor ,.."iRlr.r ~,.ld T,..d.I/O
i".d_ "iH/II•. R.I., I" IBM3210 ."I""Nllion OI,pI••••5",wlJl; (;1"''':'01 to' H.l.,,,~ •• GA21-21J31. fOl~tJ ••fII.pII/r; tltt/.,..,...,. ••••••• "

"'- eGdil ••••• IIHd.
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APPEN DIX -VI

A SAMPLE DATP. ACQUISITICN PRCGRMl IHTH OUTPUT

10 DIM B$(64),AB(20)20 FOR 1=0 TO 63
30 READ B$(I)
40 NEXT I
50 AD=O
60 DUT 634,4 'Set all HI
70 OUT 634,6 'Clear address Counter
80 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
90 OUT 634,0 'Start transmission from CU
100 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
110 REM wait few seconds
120 PRINT "At end of transmission Hit any key to resume"
130 V$=INKEY$:IF V$="" THEN 130
140 REM IF V$<>CHR$(27) THEN 60
150 PRINT "1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 CU/VT
160 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
170 OUT 634,6 'Clear address counter
180 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
190 OUT 634,5 'Set BYTE SELECT LO
200 A=INP(632) 'Read Lo byte
210 SA=A 'Save it.
220 OUT 634,4 'Set BYTE SELECT HI
230 B=INP(632) 'Read Hi byte
240 SB=B 'Save it
250 IF B AND l~ THEN AB(l)=l ELSE AB(l)=O
260 IF BAND 8 THEN AB(2)=1 ELSE AB(2)=0
270 IF BAND 4 THEN AB(3)=1 ELSE AB(3)=0
280 IF BAND 2 THEN AB(4)=1 ELSE AB(4)=0
290 IF BAND 1 THEN AB(5)=1 ELSE AB(5)=0
300 IF A AND 128 TREN AB(6)=1 ELSE AB(6)=0
310 IF A AND 64 THEN AB(7)=1 ELSE AB(7)=0
320 IF BAND 64 THEN AB(8)=1 ELSE AB(8)=0
330 IF A AND 16 THEN AB(9)=1 ELSE AB(9)=0

- 340 IF A AND 8 THEN AB(lO)=l ELSE AB(lO)=O
350 IF A AND 4 THEN AB(ll)=l ELSE AB(ll)=O
360 IF.A AND 2 THEN AB(12)=lELSE AB(12)=O
370 IF A AND 1 THEN AB(13)=1 ELSE AB(13)=0
380 IF AB(l)=l AND AB(4)=0 THEN GOSUB 520:GOTO 410
390 IF AB(l)=O AND AB(3)=0 THEN GOSUB 540:GOTO 410
400 GOTO 480 '
410 FOR 1=1 TO 13:PRINT AB(I);" ";:NEXT I
420 IF BAND 128 THEN PRINT" 1";, ELSE PRINT" .0";,.-
430 PRINT" ";S$;" ";
440 REM IF BAND 128 THEN PRINT" 1"; ELSE PRINT" 0";

-450 PRINT TAB(75);AD
460 F$=INKEY$:IF F$="" THEN 460
470 IF F$=CHR$(27) THEN END
480 OUT 634,12 'Increment address counter
490 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
500 AD=AD+l
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510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760

GOTO 190
CHA=AB(6)*32+AB(7)*16+AB(8)*8+AB(9)*4+AB(10)*2+AB(II)*1
GOTO 550
CHA=AB(5)*32+AB(6)*16+AB(7)*8+AB(8)*4+AB( 9)*2+AB(10)*1
S$=B$(CHA)
RETURN
DATA " "
DATA A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I
DATA r,. ,<,(,+,!
DATA "&"
DATA J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R
DATA ],$,*,)
DATA ";tl
DATA "{"
DATA -,I
DATA S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z
DATA
DATA ","
DATA %,_,>,?
DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
DATA "."
DATA "#"
DATA "@"
DATA "'It
DATA =
DATA "}"
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...
OUTPUT Of THE DATA ACQUISITION PROGRAM

RUN
At end of transmission Hit any key to resume
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 CU/VT
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 L

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 I
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 N
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 K
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 A
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 G
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 E
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 E
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 D
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 I
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 T
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 E

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 D
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 T
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 O. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 T
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 H
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 E

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 C
1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 R
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 E

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 I
1 0 0 .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 M
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APPEN DIX VII

INTERFACE PROGRAM

10 DIM B$(252)
20 FOR 1=0 TO 248 STEP 4
30 READ B$(1)
40 NEXT I
50 B$(252)=CHR$(34)
60 CLS
70 SW=O
80 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT"/# in columns 1-2 indicates Start-of-Data "
90 LOCATE 5,10:PRINT"#/ in columns 1-2 indicates End-of-Data "
100 LOCATE 12,10: PRINT "Enter Output file specification please :"
110 PLAY "a" .
120 LOCATE 12,50:INPUT " ",FIL$
130 IF FIL$="" THEN 100
140 OPEN "O",#3,FIL$
150 LN=O
160 AD=160
170 LC=O
180 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
190 OUT 634,6 'Clear address Counter
200 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
210 OUT 634,0 'Start transmission from CU
220 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
230 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT"Stand by for receiving data from Terminal
"
240 TC=INP(633)
250 IF TC AND 64 THEN 260 ELSE GO TO 240
260 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT"

"270 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "Data filing in process
"

Please hold on

280 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
290 OUT 634,6 'Clear address
300 OUT 634,4 'Set all HI
310 FOR ADC=1 TO 160
320 OUT 634,12
330 OUT 634,4
340 NEXT ADC
350 IF SW=111 THEN 470
360 GOSUB 830
370 IF AD=1760 TREN 520
380 IF S$<>"/"~ THEN GOTO 360
390 GOSUB 830
400 IF S$<>"#" THEN 360
410 SW=lll
420 FOR ADC=l TO 78
430 OUT 634,12
440 OUT 634,4
450 NEXT ADC
460 AD=AD+78
470 GOSUB 830
480 PRINT #3,S$; :LC=LC+l
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490 IF LC<80 THEN 470
500 PRINT #3,CHR$(13);:LC=0:LN=LN+l
510 IF AD<1760 THEN ~OTO 560
520 LOCATE 11,10:PRINT " ";LN;" Lines transferred

"
530 PLAY "a"
540 LOCATE 13,10 :PRINT "Please hit ENTER key on the TERMINAL for next
550 GOTO 160
560 GOSUB 830
570 IF S$<>"#" THEN 480
580 GOSUB 830
590 IF S$="I" THEN 620
600 PRINT #3,"#";S$; :LC=LC+2
610 GOTO 470
620 LOCATE 11,10:PRINT" ";LN;" Lines transfered
630 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT"End-of-Data condition reached
640 PLAY "a"
650 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT "Do you want to terminate transmission (YIN)
"

'660 LOCATE 13,55
670 V$=INKEY$
680 IF V$="Y" THEN 800
690 IF V$<>"N" THEN 670
700 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT"Do you want to continue with ";FIL$;" (YIN)

l

'Increment address' counter
,Set all HI

"Thank' You'
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PLAY "a"
V$=INKEY$
IF V$="Y" THEN SW=O:LOCATE 13,10:PRiNT"

,":GOTO 160
IF V$<>"N" THEN 720
CLOSE #3
LOCATE 11,10:PRINT"
LOCATE 13,10:PRINT"
SW=O
GOTO 100
LOCATE 14,10:PRINT"End of transmission.
CLOSE #3
END
REM
OUT 634,5 'Set BYTE SELECT LO,
A=INP(632) 'Read Lo byte
OUT 634,4 'Set BYTE SELECT HI
B=INP(63-2) 'Read Hi byte
IF BAND 2 THEN S$=CHR$(32): GOTO 920
A=A AND 220
IF BAND 64 THEN A=A OR 32
S$=B$(A)
OUT'634,12
OUT 634,4
AD=AD+l
RETURN
DATA " "

740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
.870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960

.710
720
730



970 DATA A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H, I
980 DATA [, .. ,<,(,+,! .
990 DATA "&"
1000 DATA J,K.L,M,N,O,P,Q,R
1010 DATA ],$,*,)
1020 DATA " . ",
1030 DATA tt{"

1040 DATA -,/
1050 DATA S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z
1060 DATA
1070 DATA " ",
1080 DATA %,-,>,?
1090 DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
1100 DATA II. It

1110 DATA fI#1I

1120 DATA tt@1t

1130 DATA "ttt

1140 DATA =
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